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ABSTRACT

A detailed computer routine that models the thermal response

of building attached sunspaces is described. The routine was de-

veloped for use with TRNSYS, a modular transient system analysis

program from the University of Wisconsin-Madison Solar Energy

Laboratory.

Factorial design studies, using the TRNSYS sunspace model, which

quantify the effects of sunspace design parameters and operating

strategies are presented.

Finally, a monthly based method for predicting the performance

of thermally conductive common wall sunspace systems is developed.

First, the solar radiation absorbed by the sunspace wall and floor

is calculated for an '"average" day of the month. The monthly average

heat delivery to the attached building is determined from energy

balances using the monthly average ambient, ground, and building

temperature. The building auxiliary energy is predicted by using

modified base temperature degree-days. Results from the design

method agree closely with detailed TRNSYS simulation results.
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NOMENCLATURE

This list contains most of the symbols used in the text. It

is not totally comprehensive as the meanings of some variables and

subscripts are self evident. Others, used only once, are locally

defined.

A area, angle

BL fraction of beam radiation from the lower glazing

BU fraction of beam radiation from the upper glazing

C conductance, centigrade

C p specific heatP

DD degree-days

F view factor

F radiation exchange factor (F-hat)

G instantaneous solar radiation

g building energy gains

GJ giga-joules

H daily radiation intensity

h heat transfer coefficient

hr hour

I hourly radiation intensity

In input

k thermal conductivity

Kg kilograms

xii



Nomenclature (continued)

KJ kilojoules

KT clearness index

L load

LASL Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

LCR load-collector ratio

m meter, mass

MJ megajoules

N number of nodes

NLC net load coefficient

NTS number of internal timesteps per external timestep

Par parameter

PH horizontal projection of beam radiation

PV vertical projection of beam radiation

Q heat flow

R resistance, reflectivity, radiation ratio

rT ratio of hourly to daily total solar radiation

r d ratio of hourly to daily diffuse solar radiation

S solar radiation

SF solar radiation absorbed by the floor

SLR solar load ratio

SSF solar savings fraction

SW solar radiation absorbed by the floor

xiii



Nomenclature (continued)

T temperature

t time

UA heat loss coefficient

V wind velocity, volume

W watt

Xc dimensionless critical radiation, level

Subscripts

a ambient, adiabatic common wall, absorbed

abs absorbed

add added to sunspace air

air sunspace air

amb ambient

aux auxiliary

b beam radiation, base temperature

d diffuse radiation

eff effective

f floor

gl glazing

g,gr ground

i inside, general node, infinite thermal

in net energy transferred

insul insulation
xiv

capacity, incident



Nomenclature (continued)

j general node

m extra thermal mass node

n noon of the average day

ni glazing night insulation

o outside

rm room or building

s solar gain

set thermostat heating set point

ss sunspace air

str stored

t tilted

v vertical

z zero thermal capacity

superscripts

- monthly average value

+ future timestep, only positive values considered

rate of instantaneous intensity

xv





Chapter 1: Introduction

1. 1 Background

In the last decade, rising energy costs have prompted an examin-

ation of traditional building design and construction practices.

Residential and commercial sectors use about 21 percent of all the

energy consumed in the United States. Nearly all of this is for

heating and cooling of buildings (1).

Many different strategies have developed to reduce the heating

and cooling energy consumption of buildings. Increasing insulation

levels and decreasing infiltration of ambient air can significantly

reduce heating requirements. Glass and other glazing materials

are used in various applications to increase solar heat gains.

These gains can reduce the amount of auxiliary energy required to

maintain comfortable building conditions.

Three types of applications are generally categorized as pas-

sive solar. The simplest systems are direct gain windows. Direct

gain windows are usually multi-paned and oriented for maximum solar

exposure (south-facing in the northern hemisphere). Overhangs or

other shading devices to reduce summer overheating and moveable

insulation to reduce night heat losses may also be employed. The

main drawbacks to these systems are large temperature swings in

buildings without large heat storage capacities and large nighttime

conductive losses. These losses can exceed solar gains for some

systems in colder climates. Collector-storage (or Trombe) wall

systems partially overcome these difficulties by placing a thermally



massive material, such as masonry or containers filled with water,

between the glazing(s) and occupied space. Solar radiation is

absorbed by the massive wall and a portion of the energy is conducted

through the material and convected or radiated to the building. In

addition, some systems include vents in the wall to directly couple

the air in the glazing-wall gap with the building air. It has been

found that venting of masonry walls does not greatly affect the

auxiliary energy use of buildings (2). One problem with wide-

spread use of these systems is that the view is obstructed by the

wall. Many homeowners find this aesthetically unacceptable. Sun-

spaces* are an attempt to at least partially overcome this problem.

1.2 General Sunspace Description

In sunspace systems, the glazing-wall gap of a collector-storage

wall system is expanded to allow the space to be used as additional

living area. The common wall divides the structure into two zones.

The north zone is the main living space and the temperature is kept

within normal comfort ranges (typically 18-24' C). The south zone

has extensive glazing and the temperature is either uncontrolled

or a much larger range is allowed. Removable insulation may be used

to reduce nighttime heat losses. The common wall may be thermally

massive or of lightweight construction, as in many retrofit appli-

cations. Thermally massive common walls may be vented or unvented

*Also called solar greenhouses. The term "sunspace" is used in this

study because it is concerned primarily with the thermal perfor-
mance, and not plant production.



as significant amounts of heat are conducted through the wall.

Lightweight insulated walls (frame construction), however, are

usually vented since little heat travels through the common walls.

Additional thermal mass is sometimes added to either type of system

to provide additional energy storage and to dampen sunspace air

temperature fluctuations.

The space may be used as additional living space or as a green-

house to extend the local growing season. These uses make the sun-

space more than a heating component and additional benefits from

these uses must be included in a comprehensive evaluation. Re-

strictions associated with other uses, however, may have a deleter-

ious effect on thermal performance. Temperatures in uncontrolled

sunspaces can exceed the limits of plant tolerance in some cases.

Maintaining plant compatible levels during winter months may increase

auxiliary heating requirements by a significant amount.

Variables such as temperature bounds, wall material and thick-

ness, glazing properties and additional thermal mass in the sunspace

and building have an influence on actual sunspace response to weather

conditions at any given location. An analytical method for predic-

tion of these effects is the driving force behind this work.

1.3 Related Previous Work

Building auxiliary energy reduction by passive solar components

can be predicted with various levels of sophistication. "Rules of

Thumb" for design of these systems abound (3,4,5). "Rules of Thumb"

may be the result of specific experiences or they may be average
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values from many detailed studies. They are very useful in the con-

ceptualization and preliminary design stage. However, they cannot

predict effects of varying final design parameters or differences in

performance of identical systems in different locations.

For maximum flexibility and information, detailed computer simu-

lations can be employed. The thermal response is predicted by using

basic heat transfer equations, which describe the system with hourly

weather data as driving forces. Several computer codes have been

developed to simulate passive solar energy systems. A review of

many of these programs appears in (6). The two most used publicly-

available programs (7,8) for simulation of sunspace solar systems

contain many assumptions and limitations which restrict their use.

One program which seems to be quite versatile and general is PASOLE

(9) from the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL). Many passive

system configurations have been simulated using the code and results

have been checked against experimental tests (18). The program is

publicly-available but is not widely used. Documentation is infor-

mal (9) and simulation of some systems requires modification of the

code.

TRNSYS (10) is a modular simulation program from the University

of Wisconsin-Madison. Very general direct gain window, collector-

storage wall and shading device components are standard in TRNSYS.

The modular structure of the program allows many system configura-

tions to be easily examined.
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A sunspace model for TRNSYS has been developed by Schwedler

(6). This model breaks the floor and wall into two-dimensional heat

transfer networks. These two dimensional conduction and complicated

radiation calculations make simulation costs prohibitive. Schwedler

found little difference between results of sunspace simulations

using one-dimensional and two-dimensional wall and floor heat trans-

fer networks. Several errors were discovered in his code, but they

do not affect the overall conclusions of the study. The algorithm for

determining the glazing and sunspace air temperature is incorrect and the

"rate of energy flow into the sunspace air and glazing" term is ambig-

uous. The transmission characteristics of the glazings are not in-

cluded in the model. In addition, no provisions for additional

thermal storage devices (such as 55 gallon drums filled with water)

are included.

Detailed simulation codes require hourly weather data and

access to a main frame computing system. Most designers are un-

willing or unable to perform extensive parametric studies to opti-

mize component performance using these codes.

Design methods for passive solar systems attempt to retain gen-

erality, yet allow accurate prediction of system thermal performance

with a minimum of computational effort. Two methods are generally

available at present (11,12,14,15). Both methods require monthly

average weather data. This information is readily available for many

locations (13). One month is apparently enough time to include

significant weather trends, yet only six to ten repetitive calcula-



tions must be done to predict heating season performance. Design

methods are derived from detailed hourly simulation results. Design

method results generally agree within three percent of detailed simu-

lation results for the range of parameters studied.

The first method to be developed was the SLR/LCR method derived

from PASOLE simulations by LASL (4,11,12). Empirical equations are

provided which correlate the Solar Saving Fraction (SSF) to Solar

Load Ratio (SLR) for various system reference designs. The solar

load ratio is defined as:

S/DD-LCR H

LCR • K 1.3.1

where S is the monthly absorbed solar radiation per unit area pro-

jected on a vertical plane, DD is the degree days for the month ad-

justed to account for building internal gains not including solar

gains, and H and K are empirical constants which depend on system

type and LCR. LCRs and LCR are the Load Collector Ratios for the

solar component and the building without the solar component re-

spectively. Load Collector Ratio is defined as the heat loss co-

efficient (UA) divided by the area of the solar component projected

on a vertical plane. Building auxiliary energy can be computed from

the following equation:

Q = NLC • DD • (I - SSF) 1.3.2

NLC (net load coefficient) is the (UA) of the building not including



the solar component. Sensitivity or correction curves are supplied

to predict effects of deviating from the reference design for 6 loca-

tions. Multiple corrections, however, may introduce non-linearities

and interpolation may be difficult. If the reference design is used,

a yearly correlation which eliminates the monthly repetition is

also available. Ninety-four passive solar reference designs have

recently been published (12). Even so, many possible designs, es-

pecially for sunspace systems, are not included.

The effects of changing geometry drastically from the reference

designs is not well-quantified in the SLR method. This may cause

designers to be unnecessarily restricted to passive systems closely

approximated by the reference designs. Another drawback of the SLR

method is heat storage capacity of the non-solar building is not

included as a variable. Interaction between passive solar compon-

ents and building thermal capacitance can have a significant effect

on auxiliary energy requirements. Despite these drawbacks, the ease

of application has made the SLR method the most widely-used design

tool for passive systems.

The second general design method is the unutilizability method

for direct gain windows and collector-storage walls of Monsen, et al.

(14,15). Performance of zero thermal capacitance and infinite

thermal capacitance buildings can be analytically defined. The

equations include the radiation statistic utilizability (16,17).

Solar radiation intensity above a system specific critical level

overheats the building and must be rejected. Performance of finite



storage capacity systems is correlated to a storage-dump ratio.

Generality allows accurate prediction of the effects of changing

system parameters, but computational effort is somewhat greater than

the SLR method. The advent of relatively inexpensive microcomputers

has alleviated this drawback considerably.

The research discussed in this paper includes development of a

more cost-effective general sunspace model for TRNSYS and design

method for these systems.

1.4 Methodology

The general sunspace model for TRNSYS, described in Chapter 2,

was formulated by coupling the basic heat transfer equations which

describe the conductive, convective, and radiative heat exchange

phenomena of a sunspace. A nodal network was developed and the

forcing functions of ambient temperature, solar radiation, and room

temperature are inputs to the component. The modular format of

TRNSYS enables simulations of many building system configurations

and operational modes.

Parametric studies of various sunspace systems were performed

in several locations and significant variables were identified.

Simplified methods, based on monthly average weather and build-

ing conditions, were then developed for predicting absorbed solar

radiation and heat delivery of the sunspace.

Monthly average methods compare closely to detailed TRNSYS

simulation results. The limits of building auxiliary heating re-

quirements for sunspace systems are described and problems with



implementing an unutilizability design method are discussed. A

monthly method for predicting auxiliary heating requirements of

sunspace systems using reduced base temperature degree-day calcula-

tions is also presented.

1.5 Organization

Chapter 2 describes the model of the TRNSYS sunspace component.

Mathematical equations and assumptions are discussed. Differences

between the model developed in this study and the model developed

by LASL are included. Results from the model are compared to re-

sults from similar models.

Chapter 3 is a summary of many parametric studies of sunspace

systems. First, parameters are varied with the sunspace connected

to a constant temperature building. Variations in sunspace energy

delivery are examined. The second set of simulations takes into

account building dynamic behavior. Effects of controls, venting,

and wall parameters on building auxiliary energy requirements are

examined.

Chapter 4 describes the simplified monthly average method for

prediction of absorbed solar radiation, sunspace energy delivery,

and building auxiliary heating requirements. Results are compared

with detailed TRNSYS simulations.

Chapter 5 contains conclusions of the study and a discussion of

both advantages and drawbacks of the design method. Suggestions for

future work are included.

The Appendix of computer listings is included for completeness.
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Chapter 2: The TRNSYS Sunspace Component

2.1 General Description and Geometry

The detailed hourly TRNSYS model for attached sunspaces deter-

mines the various heat flows and temperatures for user-specified

sunspace geometry and thermal characteristics using hourly weather

data. Solar radiation incident on two arbitrarily sloped glazing

planes is either transmitted through the glazings or reflected in

proportions determined by optical properties and incidence angles.

Transmitted radiation is then absorbed on the wall, floor, and

additional thermal mass containers, or reflected back through the

glazing. Energy is lost by conduction through the floor to the

ground and by both convection and radiation heat transfer from the

glazing surface to the environment. Infiltration of ambient air

into the sunspace and possible venting of the sunspace provides a

direct conductance between the sunspace air and ambient conditions.

Heat is transferred to the adjacent building by conduction through

the wall and by controlled venting. The remainder of the energy

is stored in the massive elements of the sunspace as sensible heat.

The geometry of the sunspace, as shown in Figure 2.1, is speci-

fied by user-supplied parameters. The wall height, Par 1; the

length of the floor, Par 3; and the horizontal and vertical dis-

tances from the intersection of the wall and floor to the inter-

section of the glazing planes, Par 6 and Par 7 respectively; are

used to calculate glazing slopes from horizontal, f3 and 4. Three

other parameters, the sunspace width, Par 5; the wall thickness,
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Par 2; and the floor thickness, Par 4; complete the definition of

the sunspace geometry. Single plane sunspaces may be simulated by

specifying parameters 6 and 7 such that j equals 4.

Additional thermal storage devices may also be included in the

simulation. They are assumed to be placed along the wall and run

the entire length of the space. The height, Par 29 and the width,

Par 30 of the thermal mass containers define a rectangular cross-

section used for radiation exchange calculations. The surface area

of the containers, Par 32 is used in convective heat exchange calcu-

lations and is specified separately to allow many container geome-

tries to be approximated. If extra thermal storage devices are

used, three more angles are computed: Al, A2, and A3. These angles

are used in beam radiation calculations described in Section 2.3.3.

2.2 The Thermal Network: Description of Conductances

2.2.1 Introduction

Heat transfer in sunspaces is simulated using the familiar

network analogy to electrical circuits. Conductances are defined

such that the heat transfer between two temperature nodes is the

conductance multiplied by the temperature difference. The thermal

network and nodal numbering scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

The number of wall and floor nodes can be varied from two to ten.

Wall nodes are numbered first, followed by floor nodes and the addi-

tional mass node (if used) as shown. Numbers preceded by a "C" re-

present heat transfer paths, while "T"s represent temperature nodes.
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Figure 2.2 Sunspace Thermal Network
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2.2.2 Conductive Heat Transfer Paths

Heat transfer through the wall and floor is modeled as one-

dimensional. As mentioned in Chapter 1, an earlier study (6) con-

cluded that one-dimensional heat transfer approximations were suf-

ficiently accurate. The conductance between adjacent wall nodes,

C, is defined as:

kAW W

C1 = 2.2.1
1 tw/(N 1)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the wall material, A. is the
w w

area of the wall perpendicular to heat flow, tw is the wall thick-

ness, and N is the number of wall nodes. The conductance between
w

adjacent floor nodes, C3, is similarly defined as:

kfAf
C3 =tf/(Nf-l) 2.2.2

where the subscript "f" refers to floor parameters. The surface

nodes of the floor and wall have half the thermal capacitance of

interior nodes, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Conduction heat losses to the ground are also modeled as one-

dimensional using the cross-sectional area of the floor. ASHRAE (18)

suggests a procedure using the slab perimeter area. Ground temper-

atures can be adjusted to account for the difference in heat loss

area if desired. Par 28 is the effective ground resistance, and

effects of various values are examined in Section 3.2.2. Optional

slab insulation may be added by using parameter 24, the R-value of

the insulation, m C/W. The total conductance from the bottom floor
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node to the ground, C4 is:

Af

C4  (Par 28 + Par 24)/3.6 kJ/hr0C 2.2.3

where Par 28 is greater than zero.

The heat transfer between the inner and outer glazing surfaces

cannot be truly classified as conduction. The actual mechanism is

a combination of convection, radiation and conduction. Conductance

values vary with glazing slope, gap distance and temperature differ-

ence. The conductance is assumed to be constant throughout the

simulation since seasonal variations are small. Parameter 22 is

the R-value of the glazing system in m2 0C/W.

Numerical values for the resistance of single, double, and

triple-pane window systems are given in (19), but many design values

include inside and outside air film convection coefficients. R-

values from inside glazing surface to outside surface may be com-

puted by subtracting air film R-values from these design values or

by assuming the R-value of the glass itself is zero. In the latter

case, the R-value of single-glazed windows is zero and that of

multiple-paned systems is the R-value of the air gap(s) in parallel

with the R-value of the framing. For sunspaces with glazing planes

of largely different slopes, an area weighted average value is sug-

gested.

Optional additional window insulation can reduce the window

conductance. Input 2 is the insulation control function. A one means
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the insulation is in place, while a zero implies no additional glaz-

ing insulation. Parameter 23 is the R-value of the additional insu-

lation. If the insulation is in place, no solar radiation is allowed

to pass through the glazings. The conductance of the glazings is

calculated by the following equation:

3.6 A
c -Par (22) + Par (23) In (2)

The glazing area, Ag, in the above equation includes both tilted

glazing planes and the two end walls.

2,.2.3 Convective Heat Transfer Paths

Heat transfers between the solid sunspace surfaces and the

various air nodes are computed from user supplied convection co-

efficients. The coefficients may be correlated to other variables

such as temperature, geometry, or air velocity by including TRNSYS

type 15 algebraic operators or user-written components in the simu-

lation control statements. Effects of varying convection coeffic-

ients are discussed in Chapter 3.

Convection coefficients from the wall, floor, extra mass con-

tainers, and glazing to the sunspace air are all separate inputs.

Representative values are presented in Chapter 3. This flexibility

allows the user to select from the many correlations available in

the literature, input actual measured values or select appropriate

constants. The surface area of the additional mass, Par 31, should

be only the area exposed to the sunspace air. It should not include
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the area of contact between the mass containers and floor or wall.

It should be noted that the units of the required input convection

coefficients are W/m20C and the sunspace component converts these

values to 'TRNSYS units' of KJ/hr-m 2oC. With these factors in

mind, the interior convection conductances are:

C6 = 3.6 • In (10) Ag1  KJ/hr°C 2.2.5

C7 = 3.6 • In (9) • A KJ/hr°C 2.2.6
w

C = 3.6 • In (8) A KJ/hr0C 2.2.7
8 f

C1 4 = 3.6 In (21) Am KJ/hr°C 2.2.8

Convective heat transfer from the outside glazing surface to

the environment is defined by a similar conductance:

C = 3.6 • In (6) A KJ/hrC 2.2.95bgl

Several correlations or values for outside film heat transfer co-

efficients are in general use (16,19). Some of these values include

radiative heat transfer. Care should be taken in choosing a value

for input 6 since radiation losses from the glazing to ambient are

calculated separately (see section 2.2.4). The following correlation

is suggested (27):

h = 2.8 + 3.V W/m2C 2.2.10

where V is the wind speed in m/s.
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The convection coefficient between the inside surface node of

the common wall and the building temperature node, however, should

include radiative heat transfer. Radiation is included in input 7

because radiative heat exchange coefficients vary with building in-

terior geometry and surface properties. ASHRAE (19) recommends using

a combined coefficient of 8.3 W/m20C in lieu of more detailed analy-

sis. The combined convection and radiation conductance is computed

as follows:

C2 = 3.6 In (7) Aw KJ/hr0C 2.2.11

2.2.4 Thermal Radiation Heat Transfer Paths

Infrared radiation from the outside glazing surface to the

surroundings is described by conductance C 5a* View factors from the

glazing surfaces to the ground and sky vary with sunspace configura-

tion. The ranges are zero to one-half for the view factor from

glazing to ground and one-half to one for the view factor from glaz-

ing to sky. Clear sky radiation temperatures are somewhat lower

than ambient temperatures (16), but values for cloudy conditions are

not well defined. Ground temperatures are usually higher than

ambient during the building heating season. In view of these con-

siderations, radiative losses from the sunspace glazings are approx-

imated by assuming a combined ground-sky temperature equal to ambient

temperature and a view factor of one. Surroundings are treated as a

black surface. The radiative heat transfer from outside glazing sur-

face to the surroundings is then:
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Q SglAgjl (Tg 1,0
4 - Ta 4  2.2.12

where a is the Stephan-Boltzman constant (5.67 X 10 - 8 W/m2 _oK 4 ),

g is the infrared emittance of the glazing (.88 for glass), and

T gl,° and Ta are the absolute outside glazing and ambient tempera-

tures respectively. A heat transfer coefficient can be defined

to linearize the equation:

h2(T 2+ T 2) (T + T ) 2.2.13
gl glo a gl,o a

and C5a becomes:

C5a hAg2.2.14

An overall combined conductance from the inside glazing surface

to ambient can now be computed:

C5 a (C5b + C5 c)

C5 C5 a +Cb +C5c 2.2.15

The infrared radiative heat exchange between the sunspace in-

terior surfaces is not so easily described. Since the wall, floor,

glazing, and additional mass containers are not black with respect

to thermal radiation, multiple radiation reflections must be in-

cluded in the calculation of conductances. These reflections are

modeled using F (F-hat) equations (20). F. is defined as the

radiation leaving node i that is incident on node j, including all

possible reflections, divided by the total radiation leaving node i.
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The heat exchange between node i and node j is then:

= A. F (4 4
Q A (T. - T. ) 2.2.16

where T's are absolute temperatures of the nodes. These equations

can be linearized and infrared conductances can then be defined as

follows:

C9 GA F C (T + T ) (T +T ) 2.2.17
9 w w,gl gl w gl,i w gl,i

C0 A A 2+:f(T + T (T + Tf) 2.2.18
10 Aw wfCf(w Tf ) w f

_ AF 2gl((Tf ++r )2.2.19
11 f f,gl Tglg(Tf2Tgl Ti  f glii 2.

If additional mass containers are present, the above wall and

floor areas must be the areas not covered by the containers. In

this case the following additional conductances are also defined:

5 Af Ff,m m.(Tf + Tm (Tf + Tm)2.2.20C15 f m m f m f m

2 2
C = GA F M (T + T ) (T + T ) 2.2.2116 w w,m m w m w m

^ 2 2.

C GA F (T + T ) (T + T ) 2.2.22
17 glFgl,m m gl,i m gli m

F-hats are computed by inverting a reflectivity matrix whose

elements, Rij, are defined as follows:

R.. 6.. - (1 - C.) F 2.2.23
iJ 1J J ij

6.. is the Kronecker delta function where 6.. equals one if i equals
13 1

j and 6.. equals 0Qif i does not equal j. F.. is the view factor
13 13
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from node i to node j. View factors are calculated using Hottel's

crossed string method (21) and by assuming the additional mass node

can be represented by an equivalent rectangle which runs the full

width of the sunspace, as shown in Figure 2.1. View factors calcu-

lated by this method are strictly correct only for infinitely long

planes. Thus, the glazing area in equation 2.2.22 should be that

of the two glazing planes and not include the end wall areas. The

F-hat matrix is computed from the following equation:

[IF..]=[R..]I [F.] 2.2.24

Computation of exact, finite length view factors is complex

(21,22). Table 2.1 compares view factors and F-hats computed by

infinite length and finite length methods for the geometry of Fig-

ure 2.3. Exact view factors for this geometry can be obtained from

tables, interpolation and view factor geometry (21,22). The magni-

tude of the differences between the two computation methods is not

representative since the sunspace length is relatively small. The

errors of Table 2.1 represent an upper bound. The infinite length

view factors ignore the effect of the glazed end walls. Predictably,

the largest errors are for the glazing node view factors. These

errors are reflected in the F-hat values calculated by Equations

2.2.23 and 2.2.24. Heat flux equations include an area factor

(Equation 2.15). The total glazing area for the example is 31.11.

This value is used for exact view factor calculations. The crossed-

string method, however, ignores the end wall effects so that the
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Width of sunspace 5.30
glazing emittance 0.88
wall and floor emittance 0.9

Figure 2.3 Geometry and Surface
Comparison

Properties for View Factor

Table 2. la

Comparison of View Factors Computed by Hottel's
Crossed String Method and Exact Methods

(Hottel' s/Exact)

wall floor

0.0/0.0

,40054/.33978

.16591/.14074

0.0/0.0

glazing .71194/.53075

.83409/.85926

.59946/.66022

.07612/.30083

3.62

V--
2Li.'

wall

floor

glazing

.21194/.16880

<--105 --
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Table 2.lb

Comparison of F-hats Computed from
Crossed-String and Exact View Factor

(Hottel' s/Exact)

wall

.08105/.06323

.45660/.38633

.73409/.56048

floor

.18913/.16002

.02398/.02004

.22799/.18428

glazing

.86004/.90804

.64487/.72076

.15241/.37468

Table 2.lc

Comparison of Area- F-hat Products
Computed from Crossed-String and Exact View Factors

(Hottel' s/Exact)

wall

1.5566/1.2143

3.6323/3.0733

16.517/17.439

floor

3.6322/3.0732

.19076/.15942

5.1298/5.7337

glazing

16.517/17.439

5.1299/5.7336

3.4292/11.658

wall

floor

glazing

wall

floor

glazing
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example glazing area becomes 22.5. Including this correction im-

proves simplified cross-string values considerably as shown in

Table 2.1c where A. F.. values are compared. A major discrepancy

exists between exact and approximate values in the Ag1 Fglgl term.

However, this does not affect temperature or heat flux calculations

since the temperature difference of Equation 2.15 is zero. For

wider sunspaces, the approximate Hottel's crossed-string view factor

calculations are much closer to the exact values.

The utility of the sunspace simulation results is in evaluat-

ing differences in performance due to variations in parameters and

inputs. Interaction between the view factor calculations and these

differences in performance should be small. In lieu of these con-

siderations and in order to maintain geometric generality and compu-

tational simplicity, the use of Hottel's crossed-string method to

compute view factors is recommended.

Infrared conductances are dependent on nodal temperatures. The

model uses mass node temperatures from the previous timestep to cal-

culate conductance values. The glazing temperature is determined by

an iteration scheme as described in section 2.5.

2.2.5 Direct Conductances Between Air Nodes

The only conductances left to be defined are C12 and C13.C12

accounts for the infiltration of ambient air into the sunspace. Con-

struction tightness of sunspaces varies widely and heat loss through

infiltration can be significant. Parameter 25 is the infiltration

air change rate in changes per hour. Values vary from 0.25 changes
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per hour for very tight construction to two changes per hour for very

loose construction with 0.5 to 1.0 being typical. The conductance

becomes:

C = V p -C Par (25) 2.2.25
12 p

where V is the sunspace volume, p is the density of air and C is
P

the specific heat of air. Air density and specific heat are assumed

to be constant with values of 1.204 kg/m 3 and 1.012 KJ/kg°C.

Venting of the sunspace air is included in the model through

C1. Input 1 provides control of the air flow and Input 19 is the
13'

mass flow rate of the vented air in kg/hr. If Input 1 equals one,

sunspace air is vented to the adjacent building while a value of -l

vents to the environment. No venting occurs if the input value is

zero. The air mass flow rate may correspond to the output of a

fan or be the result of natural convection. Flow rates for natural

convection may be computed by another TRNSYS component using sun-

space and building or ambient air temperatures to calculate density

differences and Bernoulli's equation to calculate flow rates. This

is not included in the sunspace component since friction losses vary

with sunspace geometry and vent configuration. The conductance, C1 3,

if Input 1 is not zero, is:

C1 3 =C •In (19) 2.2.26
13 p

All the conductances in Figure 2.2 have been defined. An

additional assumption of the model is that no conductance occurs
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between the extra mass containers and the floor or wall. The con-

ductances, with the exception of C1 , C3, and C4 , are calculated

every timestep in the simulation since the user may wish to vary

convection coefficients, and infrared conductances vary with temper-

ature.

2.3 Solar Radiation

2.3.1 Introduction and Transmitted Radiation

This section describes how the sunspace model determines the

amount of solar radiation absorbed by the floor, wall, and additional

mass nodes of the sunspace.

Inputs 11-14 are the incident beam and diffuse solar radiation

intensities on the two glazing planes. The angles of incidence

(in degrees) of beam radiation for the two surfaces are inputs 15

and 16. All of these inputs are standard outputs of the TRNSYS

radiation processor. The amount of radiation transmitted through

the glazings depends on glazing optical properties and radiation

incidence angle. The function TALF uses the number of covers

(Par 18), the extinction coefficient of each cover (Par 20), and

the glazing refractive index (Par 21) along with the beam radia-

tion incidence angles to compute the transmitted fraction of beam

radiation for both glazing planes. Similarly, the transmitted dif-

fuse fraction is computed using an angle of incidence of sixty

degrees (16).

Radiation incident on the end walls of the sunspace is not con-

sidered. If both end walls are glazed, and the sunspace faces the
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equator, the amount of radiation incident on one end wall that

strikes the mass nodes of the sunspace is nearly equal to the rad-

iation incident on the tilted glazing planes which then passes

through the other end wall. Thus, the radiation incident on the

sloped glazing surfaces is all that must be considered. Only slight

errors due to incorrect transmitted fractions in morning and even-

ing hours and inaccuracies in radiation reflection are introduced

by this assumption.

2.3.2 Diffuse Radiation Distribution

The diffuse solar radiation transmitted through a glazing plane

is distributed to the sunspace floor, wall, mass containers or

other glazing plane by multiplying by crossed string view factors.

An implicit assumption of this treatment is that the diffuse radia-

tion has a uniform intensity in all directions. Diffuse sky radia-

tion is typically 0.2 to 0.3 of the total sky radiation and is

assumed to be isotropic. Diffuse g-rnturnreflectances in the same

range are generally assumed. Thus, even forvertically-sloped

glazing planes, the diffuse radiation can be assumed to have a

nearly uniform distribution.

2.3.3 Beam Radiation Distribution

Beam radiation is distributed by projecting solar angles through

various locations in the sunspace and calculating the actual frac-

tions from each glazing plane striking each surface. PASOLE (9)

distributes all radiation with view factors similar to the diffuse

treatment of section 2.3.2. The more correct approach used in this
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work leads to larger values of absorbed radiation on the wall in

winter and smaller values in summer than are obtained by using view

factor distribution.

The projection of the beam radiation through a north-south

vertical plane can be described by the angle 6 as illustrated in

Figures 2.4a and 2.4b. 6 is computed from equation 2.3.1:

-i
6 tan (-tan e cos y ) 2.3.1

z s

In this equation, Oz is the solar zenith angle (Input 17) and Ys is

the solar azimuth angle (Input 18). Both values are readily avail-

able from the TRNSYS radiation processor. Use of this simple equa-

tion, the glazed sidewall assumption discussed in 2.3.2, and the

following beam radiation distribution scheme limit the component

to south facing sunspaces. More complicated equations for beam

projections onto non-south facing surfaces exist (23,24) and could

be substituted for existing computations if deviations from south are

significant.

Sequential checks of solar and sunspace geometry beginning

with a choice between 6 greater than zero (Figure 2.4a) or 6 less

than zero (Figure 2.4b) apportion beam radiation between the sunspace

surfaces. An example for the particular situation shown in Fig. 2.4a

will illustrate the method.

Since 6 is between A2 and A3, some of the beam radiation from

each glazing surface strikes the extra mass surfaces. The total

projected height of the beam radiation from the upper glazing sur-
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I ,, PH I "

Figure 2.4a Beam Radiation Projection: 6 > 0

Figure 2.4b Beam Radiation Projection: 6 < 0
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face is:

Par 6PVt= + Parli- Par 7 2.3.2tan 6

The fraction of beam radiation from the upper glazing striking the

wall and extra mass are respectively:

Par 1- Par 28
BUw - 2.3.3

BU - PV - Par 1+ Par 28 2.3.4
m PV

Similarly, the total horizontal projection of the beam radiation

striking the lower glazing is:

PH = Par 7 • tan 6 + Par 3 - Par 6 2.3.5

and the fractions striking the floor and mass are:

Par 3- Par 29
BLf = PH 2.3.6

BL - PH- Par 3 + Par 29 2.3.7
m PH

Beam radiation distribution is defined in a similar manner for

all possible situations for two glazing plane sunspaces with or with-

out extra mass containers. If thermal mass containers are included,

the calculations assume the width of the containers (Par 29) is

less than the horizontal distance from the wall to the intersection

of the glazing planes (Par 6) and the height of the containers (Par

28) is less than the vertical distance from the floor to the inter-
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section of the glazing planes (Par 7).

2.3.4 Absorbed Solar Radiation

The results of the calculations described in sections 2.3.1

through 2.3.3 are used to calculate the total incident solar radia-

tion on the wall, floor, glazing and extra mass. The total inci-

dent radiation is then reduced by a factor to account for the area

of the glazing planes that is opaque to solar radiation. Glazing

framing may block a significant portion of the solar radiation in

some designs. Parameter 26 is the fraction of glazing plane area

which is opaque to solar radiation. The incident solar radiation

on node i, Qs(i) is computed from equation 2.3.4.1:
s,1

Qsi(i)={BU i Tb,u b Agl +BL Tb b AS' ,u ,u gl'u i b~l b,4 gl'l

2.3.4.1

+T[DU I A + DL.I Ag ,} (1 - Par 26)
d i du gl,u i ,l gll

BU. and DU. are the fractions of beam and diffuse radiation from1 1

the upper glazing incident on node i, while BL. and DL. refer to1 1

fractions from the lower glazing. Ib, and Ib are the beam radia-

tion intensities incident on the upper and lower glazings. A 1I

and A are the areas of the upper and lower glazing planes, re-
gl, 1

spectively.

Reflection of solar radiation is modeled using an F-hat formu-

lation similar to the approach used in Section 2.2.4 for infrared

radiation. All reflections are assumed to be diffuse and incident

radiation is assumed to be uniform. These assumptions also apply to
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the infrared radiation modeling, but they are more suspect for the

case of solar radiation. The solar radiation is not uniform since

transmittances for the beam components are not the same for each

glazing sheet and, at times, only part of the floor or extra mass

containers may be illuminated by beam radiation. As previously

mentioned, breaking the wall and floor into many surface nodes has

been found to have little effect on sunspace performance (6).

The total radiation absorbed by node i is:

Qs,a(i) [Q .i) + . Qsi(j) Fji] 2.3.9
J

where a. is the solar absorbtance of node i and p. is the solar re-l J

flectance of node j. For the wall, floor, and extra mass nodes,

i - .. The glazing is assumed to have an absorbtance of zero,

and Pg = 1- Td That is, whatever is not reflected is transmitted

back to the environment.

Solar F-hats are computed by inverting the solar reflectivity

matrix whose elements are:

R.. = 6 - p. F 2.3.1013 ij ji

then applying equation 2.2.24.The view factors, F.., are identical to1J

the view factors used in computing the infrared reflectivity matrix,

but the F-hats are different since, in general, optical properties

are not the same for solar and infrared radiation.
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2.4 Numerical Integration and Internal Timestep

With the computation of heat transfer conductances and absorbed

solar radiation complete, evaluation of temperatures and heat flows

may proceed. The differential equation which describes the behavior

of the sunspace temperature nodes is:

dT.
(mCE) i _ C. (T..- T) + Q (i) 2.4.1

p i dt 1 ij j i s,a

where (mC). is the mass-specific heat product of node i and C.. is

the conductance between node i and j. TRNSYS has a built-in modi-

fied-Euler integration routine. Euler integration may be unstable

if the timestep is larger than a critical timestep (25). The criti-

cal timestep, based on the second law of thermodynamics, is the

minimum over all-mass-nodes i- of:

(inC).
p 1 2.4.2

ZC.
j ij

For the sunspace, the maximum timestep for guaranteed stability is

the minimum of the following five expressions:

(mC )-/2 (N - 1)
Pw w

C1 + C7 + C9 + C1 1 + C1 6  2.4.3a

(mC) /2 (N2- )
Pw w 2.4.3b
C1 + 2

(inC) / 2 (Nf - 1)

3 c +10+ Cl + C1 2.4.3c
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(mC) f/ 2 (Nf - i)
P 2.4. 3d

C3 + C4

(MCpm 2.4.3e

C14 + C15 + C16 +C17

For most sunspace simulations, the critical timestep varies from one-

sixteenth to one-half hour. Stability requirements of other com-

ponents in a TRNSYS simulation may be substantially larger than the

sunspace requirement. Simulation computing time and cost is directly

related to the timestep. In order to allow a simulation timestep

greater than the sunspace critical timestep, an internal simple

Euler integration is built into the sunspace component. If the sun-

space critical timestep is less than the simulation timestep, the

internal timestep is defined as:

external
internal external 2.4.4

integer {external + i

Euler integration computes energy flows based on previous time-

step temperatures. By discretizing the differential, equation

2.4.1 can be rearranged to equation 2.4.5:

+ At E C (T. - T.) + Q (i)} 2.4.5

i i (mC). ij j i s,a

The mC product of an interior wall node is:
P

(mC)w =w p w 2.4.6a
pw Nw -l1
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Similarly for an interior floor node:

V f (PC )
(mC)f = Lf-1p Nf

Applying equation 2.4.5 to the wall nodes yields:

+ At
T AT + {C(T -T)+C (T -T)1 1 (mC)/2 12 1 7 ss 1p w

+ C (T -T) + C (Tf -T) + C (Tm TI
9 glti 1 10 f 1 16

for the sunspace surface node,

2.4. 6b

2 .4.7a

+ At { (
T =T +(T

n n (mCp)1w n-l
-T - 2T)}

n+l n

for interior nodes, and

T At
w T (mC)/2P w

{C1 (Tw

for the building side surface node.

The floor node equations are:

+ At
Tf f+ (mC ) /2 C3 (Tf+l-

pf

+ C1 O (T1 - Tf) + C11 (Tgl,_

-T w )+C 2 (Tr-T)} 2.4.7c

Tf) + C8 (Tss - Tf)

2.4.8a

i- Tf) + C1 5 (Tm- Tf)}

for the top node,

+ At
n = nT +n n (mC)f

3 ( T n+l + Tn-i - 2T n ) I

for interior nodes and,

2.4. 7b

2.4. 8b
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T T + (At C (TL - TL) + C4 (T - T L ) 2.4.8c
pL f(mC) /2C3(L-gr

for the bottom node. For the extra mass node equation 2.4.5 becomes:

T + =T + At {C (T -T) + C (Tf-T)
m m (mC) C14 ss m 15 f mp m

2.4.9

+ C (T - ) +C (T -T)}
16 w m 17 gl,i m

The only sunspace nodes not yet described are the glazing and

sunspace air nodes.

2.5 Massless Node Temperatures

The heat storage capacities of the sunspace air and glazings

are much smaller than other sunspace node storage capacities. The

TRNSYS model completely neglects the storage capacity of the glaz-

ings and air. Since neither node absorbs solar radiation, equation

2.4.5 for these "massless" nodes becomes:

Z C.. (T. - T.) = 0 2.5.1
J

External control of sunspace temperature can be provided by includ-

ing an additional term in the equation for the sunspace air node.

Input 20 is the rate of external heat addition to the sunspace air,

Qadd" A negative value is the rate of heat removal. The sunspace

air is assumed to be fully mixed. Substitution of actual conduc-

tances and nodal temperatures leads to two equations with two un-

knowns"
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C5 (T - Tg ) + C (T - T ) + C9 (T -T )5 a gli 6 ss gl9 w gl,i

2.5.2

+C 11(rf T- 11rgl,i) + C17 (rm -Trgl,i) 0

C (T -T ) + C (T -T + C (T
6 gli ss 7 w ss 8 (f ss

+C1 2 (Ta -Tss) + C 1 3 (Ts -T) ) 25.3

C1 4 (Tm-Tss) + =add 0

T in equation 2.5.3 depends on the destination of the vented sun-s

space air. If the sunspace air is vented to the adjacent building,

Ts equals the building temperature. Venting to ambient sets Ts

equal to the ambient temperature. If no venting occurs, T is thes

sunspace air temperature and C is multiplied by zero. Successive
13

substitution leads to the following equations for the inside glaz-

ing temperature Tgli and the sunspace air temperature, T
gl~ilss

Tgli =-(Ta F +Tw F 5 +Tf F6 +Tm F +Ts C 3 +Qd/F 3 2.5.4

=(T F -C5Ta-C 9 Tw-1Tf 1Tm)/C6  2.5.5

where F through F
1 ugh+F7 are:

1I = (C 6 + C 7 +C 1 + C 1 3 +C1) 6

2.5.6
F 2 =C 5 +C 6 +C 9 + C1 + C 1 7
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F = C - F F3 6 1 2

F4 =C12 + C5 F1 2.5.6 (continued)

F5 =C 7 + C9 F1

F6 =C 8 + CII1F 1

F =C + C F
7 14 17 1

The values of C9 , CI1 , and C depend, on the temperature of
17

the inside glazing surface and C5 depends on the temperature of the

outside surface. The program iterates for correct temperatures

until the change in sunspace air temperature from one iteration to

the next is less than 0.01 C. Temperatures from the previous time-

step are used to calculate initial values of the variable conduc-

tances. Sunspace air and inside glazing temperatures are calculated

from equations 2.5.4 and 2.5.5. The convergence check is performed.

If the criterion is not satisfied, new conductances are calculated

based on the most recent glazing and air temperatures where:

C (T .- T )

T=T _ 5 gl,i a 2.5.7glo gl,i C5

The sequence is repeated until the convergence criterion is satis-

fied. Convergence is rapid, as only two or three iterations are

usually required. Other heat flows and temperature changes are then

calculated. The whole procedure is duplicated until the internal

integration has completed a full TRNSYS timestep interval and out-
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puts are set.

2.6 Outputs

Output heat flows are computed by averaging internal timestep

values over the TRNSYS step. After the completion of each internal

timestep, output energy flow values are averaged using equations

similar to the generalized Equation 2.6.1:

C.. (T. - T.)
Q=Q+ j J2.6.1

NTS

NTS is the number of internal timesteps per TRNSYS timestep.

Equations used to calculate outputs will now be discussed.

The energy flow from the sunspace to the adjacent building is:

Qrm C2 (Tw - Tr) + C13 (Tss -Tr) 2.6.2

where Tw is the temperature of the last wall node and the second

term is included only if venting to the building occurs. The energy

stored in the massive nodes of the sunspace is:

Qstr = [ZC.. (T. -T.) +Q (i)] 2.6.3
mass s
nodes

Solar energy incident on the sunspace nodes is:

Qinc Q .(i) 2.6.4
i s,i

where the summation includes the first wall, the top floor, the

glazing, and the extra mass nodes. Absorbed solar energy is a

similar summation:
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Qab s i 2

The rate of heat loss to ambient is:

Qamb C5 (Tgl,i -Ta) + C (T - T ) + C (T - T ) 2.6.6

but the last term is only included if venting to ambient occurs.

Ground heat losses are:

Qgr=c4 (Tf-Tgr) 2.6.7

where T is the bottom floor node temperature. Temperatures of
f

all the sunspace node temperatures at the end of the timestep are

included in the output array. The last two outputs are the internal

integration timestep and the vented air mass flow rate (as deter-

mined by input 1 and 19).

A list of the sunspace TRNSYS component parameters, inputs and

outputs is found in the Appendix. Computer coding of the TRNSYS

sunspace is also contained in the Appendix.

2.7 Verification of the Sunspace Model

2.7.1 Introduction

The results of the sunspace computer model should be checked

in some fashion. Ideally, the output temperatures could be compared

with test results of actual sunspace systems. The time and cost in-

volved with this kind of validation is prohibitive in this study.

The second approach, taken herein, is to compare results with that

of other simulation codes and design methods which, in turn, have
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been compared with experimental data. Similar results do not guar-

antee validity of the models, but, at least gross errors in assump-

tions and coding can be identified.

A sunspace with a masonry common wall, collapsed to the limit

of a very small floor width, closely approximates a collector-storage

wall. TRNSYS contains a collector-storage wall component and com-

parisons between simulations using the collapsed sunspace and the

collector-storage wall models were performed.

A comparison between TRNSYS sunspace simulation results and re-

sults from the SLR monthly method of Los Alamos for several SLR

reference designs has also been done.

2.7.2 Comparison of TRNSYS Sunspace and Collector-Storage Wall
Models

Simulations of a collapsed sunspace system and a collector-

storage wall system were performed using Madison, Wisconsin weather

data. The characteristics of the system are summarized in Table

2.2. The collector-storage wall model computes the convection co-

efficient from the wall and glazing to the air internally. The

model was modified so the convection coefficient was included in

the outputs. This convection coefficient was the input to the

sunspace model. Monthly results for various energy quantities are

compared in Figure 2.5 for unvented systems. A comparison between

vented systems showed differences very slightly larger than those

of Figure 2.5. While the vented system differences are not un-

reasonable, the fact that they were larger than the unvented system
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Table 2.2

Characteristics of Collector-Storage Wall
and Sunspace System Comparison

Location: Madison, Wisconsin

Common Wall

Area 30.2m2

Thickness 0.3m

Density-specific heat product 2012 kJ/m3

Conductivity 1.70 W/m0C

Solar absorbtance .75

Infrared emittance .9

Venting Control

Glazing - wall gap 0.lm Minimum sunspace air temperature
240C

Glazing
Air mass flow rate 302 Kg/hr

Number of covers 2

Infrared emittance .88

Extinction coefficient .037

Index of refraction 1.526

No night insulation

Building

Loss coefficient (non-solar) 158 W/0C

Capacitance (not including the masonry wall) 5000 kJ/°C

Thermostat set points 23.90 C, 18.30 C
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differences warrants investigation. The sunspace air is assumed to

be fully mixed, that is, no temperature stratification from vent

inlet to outlet is computed. The collector-storage wall component,

however, does include stratified air temperature in the flow direc-

tion since flow geometry is well defined. By temporarily including

temperature stratification in the sunspace model, the results of

Figure 2.6 were obtained.

The comparisons between the two simulations show very little

difference in monthly energy quantities. Temperature and control

function histograms are also very similar. The sunspace system has

larger ambient heat losses because the sunspace loss area includes

the top and side glazings. The sunspace absorbed solar energy is

slightly greater than that of the collector-storage wall. Reflec-

tions from the side walls, floor and top glazing account for this

difference.

2.7.3 Comparison of TRNSYS and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Results

Auxiliary energy requirements as predicted by the TRNSYS sun-

space model and the SLR design method were compared. The sunspace

geometry selected was an attached sunspace with a lower glazing

slope of ninety degrees and an upper glazing slope of thirty de-

grees. The geometry is referred to by LASL as geometry B. Other

characteristics of the reference design are found in (11,12,18).

The TRNSYS sunspace component geometry and other properties were as

close as possible to the reference designs. However, the sunspace
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loss coefficient (UA) in the simulations was slightly larger than

the SLR default values. The simulation value was used in the SLR

equation 1.2.1 to account for this. The Los Alamos reference designs

limit the sunspace temperature to 7.2-35.0 C (45-95 F). An

auxiliary heater was included in the TRNSYS simulation to maintain

these temperatures. This additional auxiliary energy is included in

the monthly energy totals.

Table 2.3a lists monthly auxiliary energy predictions for a

masonry common wall with no night insulation (reference design B3)

in Madison, Wisconsin for a building with a non-solar loss coeffic-

ient of 158 W/m2 C. The TRNSYS simulation predicts 3.25 GJ more

auxiliary fuel consumption out of a total load of 48.97 GJ. The

monthly trends are comparable. A second simulation of the same

system without any solar radiation input was also performed. Table

2.3b compares these results with SLR values computed for monthly

absorbed radiation equal to zero. The difference in the non-solar

loads is 3.39 GJ. The main difference between the two prediction

methods seems to be related to the load calculations. The predicted

reduction in auxiliary heat is nearly the same.

A second comparison was done between the methods by including

night insulation of the glazing (LASL reference design B4). The

results are listed in Table 2.4. The heating season totals are

remarkably close. Results for these masonry wall sunspaces in

Madison are encouraging.
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Table 2.3a

TRNSYS and SLR Predicted Auxiliary Energy
Masonry Wall, No Night Insulation, Madison

Building Auxiliary Heat (GJ)

Month TRNSYS SLR

Oct. 1.805 1.483

Nov. 5.758 5.932

Dec. 10.379 9.969

Jan. 12.261 11.602

Feb. 9.324 8.378

Mar. 6.915 6.444

Apr. 2.530 1.912

Total 48.97 45.72

Table 2.3b

Comparison of Building Loads: No Solar Radiation

Building Auxiliary Heat (GJ)

Month TRNSYS SLR

Oct. 4.565 4.362

Nov. 8.354 8.493

Dec. 12.888 12.181

Jan. 15.317 14.799

Feb. 13.069 12.150

Mar. 11.816 11.136

Apr. 5.701 5. 206

Total 71.71 68.32
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Table 2.4

TRNSYS and SLR Predicted Auxiliary Energy
Masonry Wall, Night Insulation, Madison

Building Auxiliary Energy (GJ)

Month TRNSYS SLR

Oct. 1.189 0.903

Nov. 4.850 4.878

Dec. 9.261 8.760

Jan. 10.694 10.015

Feb. 8.056 9.168

Mar. 5.323 4.900

Apr. 1.522 1.202

Total 40.90 39.83

Table 2.5

TRNSYS and SLR Predicted AuXiliary Energy

Insulated Wall, No Night Insulation, Madison

Building Auxiliary Energy (GJ)

Month TRNSYS SLR

Oct. 2.422 1.832

Nov. 6.342 5.979

Dec. 10.067 9.608

Jan. 12.177 11.317

Feb. 9.469 8.744

Mar. 7.876 6.849

Apr. 2.898 2.310

Total 51.25 46.64
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Comparisons of insulated common wall sunspace systems were also

performed. The LASL reference design, B7, has a large additional

3
heat storage mass container (7.65 m of water) and venting is driven

by natural convection. The TRNSYS venting mass flow rate was set to

250 kg/hr. Results are presented in Table 2.5. The difference in

predicted auxiliary energy is greater than in the masonry wall

comparisons. The probable cause for this discrepancy is the assumed

venting mass flow rate. Delivered energy of insulated common wall

sunspace systems is highly dependent on the venting flow rate as

discussed in section 3.3.5.

Overall, the comparison of the auxiliary energy prediction

shows good agreement. The SLR method results presented in this

section are obtained from correlations to detailed simulations. The

error between the SLR method and the simulations it was derived

from are of the same order of magnitude as the differences in Tables

2.3 through 2.5.
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Chapter 3: Parametric Studies of Sunspace Performance

3.1 Introduction

The TRNSYS sunspace component discussed in Chapter 2 can be

used to simulate a wide variety of attached sunspace systems. The

parameters and inputs to the model, should be chosen to be as close

to the true physical characteristics of a sunspace as possible.

However, some of the inputs, such as convection coefficients and

ground temperature, may not be well-established. In addition,

the simulation timestep and the number of nodes in the wall and

floor must be chosen. The effects of different values of these

variables on sunspace performance is examined in Section 3.2.

The thermal performance of sunspace systems also depends on the

attached building characteristics and control strategies. Effects

of venting between the sunspace and building, maintenance of sun-

space temperature, and the effect of the sunspace on building cooling

loads are discussed in this chapter.

The technique of evaluating the effects of changes in the

variables employed in these studies is called factorial design.

The details of factorial designs are thoroughly discussed by Box,

Hunter and Hunter (26). Briefly, values of the variables in

question are selected which span the expected range. Multiple com-

puter simulations are performed with all possible combinations of

variables, hence the name factorial. The advantage of this method

over the traditional approach of changing one variable at a time is

that factorial designs provide a measure of the interaction effects
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of changing several variables simultaneously.

A large factorial design study of every possible variable that

affects sunspace performance would be time consuming and expensive.

Instead, smaller factorial design studies of variables that are of

interest and that are likely to have significant interactions may be

performed. Even though the performance of sunspaces is dependent

on sunspace geometry and optical characteristics, interactions of

these variables with the factorial designs of this chapter are

unlikely. The sunspace geometry and optical properties are the

same for all the Chapter 3 studies and are summarized in Figure 3.1.

3.2 Sunspace Model Considerations

3.2.1 Effects of Simulation Timestep and Number of Nodes

The TRNSYS sunspace component has a built-in internal time-

step which may be less than the simulation timestep (Section 2.4).

This feature, however, only guarantees the stability of the numerical

integration, not the accuracy. In addition, the number of nodes

representing the temperature gradient in the wall and floor may

affect simulation results. The most accurate results are obtained

by using a very small timestep and a large number of temperature

nodes in the floor and wall. These factors tend to increase simu-

lation computing time and cost. The "best" choice of timestep and

number of nodes minimizes computing time and yet increasing the num-

ber of nodes, or decreasing the timestep does not change the results

significantly. A factorial design in timestep and number of nodes

was performed on a sunspace in Madison, Wisconsin. Monthly results
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2.5 K

1.75 11

2.0M7

Sunspace width 8.92m
Infrared emittance of the glazings 0.88
Infrared emittance of the floor and wall 0.9

Solar absorbtivity of the floor and Tall 0,.75
R-value of the double-glazing 0.22 m -C/W
Extinction coefficient of the glazing 0.037/sheet
Refractive Index of the glazing 1,.526

Figure 3.1 Geometry and Optical Properties of the Sunspaces
used in Chapter 3 Parametric Studies
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for both January and July were obtained so seasonal interactions

could be evaluated. The characteristics of the simulations are sum-

marized in Table 3.1.

Results for January are plotted on Figure 3.2. Energy delivery

from the sunspace to the adjacent building is negative in all cases.

This means the sunspace monthly energy loss to the environment is

somewhat greater than the absorbed solar radiation. The sunspace is

still beneficial for heating, since most walls lose more heat than

the sunspace. The variation in the number of nodes in the wall does

not greatly affect the monthly energy delivery. The timestep, at

first glance, seems to have a large effect on the energy delivery,

but the scale of the plot magnifies the differences. The total

absorbed solar radiation for January is on the order of 5.9 GJ.

When taken in this context, the variations of energy delivery are

rather small. The numbers in parenthesis are the sunspace internal

timestep when it differs from the simulation timestep.

Figure 3.3 shows the computed values of energy delivery for

July. No differences between timesteps are observable, and the

number of nodes in the wall does not have a large influence on the

monthly energy delivery.

The computer execution times for the July simulations on a

Univac 1100 are plotted in Figure 3.4. Examination of the figure

shows a large increase in computing time when the number of nodes is

increased from six to 12 for the simulations with timesteps of one

hour and 1/4 hour. Very little difference between monthly energy de-
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Table 3.1

Simulation Characteristics for Timestep and Number of
Wall Nodes Factorial Design

Location: Madison, WI

Wall and floor thickness: 0.3m
3

(PC ) of wall and floor: 2009 KJ/m CP

Conductivity of wall and floor: 1.73 W/m C

Air change rate: 1 change/hr

No night insulation

No venting

2Effective ground R-value 7.05 m2C/W

No additional floor insulation

No additional thermal storage containers

No sunspace auxiliary heating or cooling

Glazing to ambient convection coefficient: 2.8 + 3.0 V W/m2 C

where V is the wind speed in m/s (27)

Glazing-to-sunspace air, wall-to-sunspace air, floor-to-sunspace

air convection coefficients 4 W/m2 C

2
Wall to room heat transfer coefficient 8.3 W/m C

Room temperature: 18.3 C

Ground temperature: -0.6 C (Jan) 14.2 C (July)

Timestep (hr) Number of Wall Nodes Months

1 3 Janaury

.25 6 July

.0625 12
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livery quantities is observed in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 for the same

change. Increasing the number of nodes from three to six does not lead

to the same kind of change in computing time, and th-evariation in re-

sults is proportionally larger. Changing the simulation timestep from

1/4 to 1/16 hour more than doubles the computing time. The number of

iterations per timestep goes down but, of course, four times as many

timesteps are required. This change has no effect on the calculated

energy delivery. For sunspace simulations with similar wall charac-

teristics, a timestep of one hour is usually sufficient, and a value

for the number of wall nodes from 3 to 6 is recommended.

Some simulations of building-integrated systems may require a

smaller simulation timestep for overall stability. In addition,

simulations with large timesteps may require several iterations

before results converge within the specified simulation tolerance.

In some cases, decreasing the timestep actually decreases computing

time because the number of iterations is reduced. If a large number

of simulations are to be performed, examining these factors may re-

sult in a significant reduction in computing cost.

3.2.2 Effects of Convection Coefficients

In formulating a sunspace simulation, the inputs to the compon-

ent having the largest uncertainty are the heat transfer coefficients

(Inputs 6-10). This section quantifies the effects on sunspace

energy delivery of these variables. A two-level factorial design

(26) was performed with the two values of the heat transfer co-

efficients representing natural convection and the reasonable upper
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limit of forced convection. The convection coefficients between the

sunspace surfaces (wall, floor and glazing) and the sunspace air

are assumed to be identical. The levels of heat transfer coeffic-

ients are listed in Table 3.2 where the negative sign indicates the

natural convection value and thepositive sign designates the forced

convection value. The values for the outside convection coefficient

are obtained through a correlation (27) to hourly average wind speed

taken from the Typical Meteorological Year Weather Data tape (31).

The values for the sunspace interior coefficients were computed from

heated plate correlations and large aspect-ratio enclosure equa-

tions (25). Heat transfer coefficients between the wall and adja-

cent building were computed by combining radiation terms and con-

vection values for a vertical plate.

The main effects and two-factor interactions for this factorial

design are listed in Table 3.3. The main effects are the changes

in sunspace delivery when one variable is changed from its low to

high value with all other variables remaining constant. For example,

changing the glazing-to-ambient convection coefficient from 3 to

18 W/m2 C decreases the sunspace energy delivery by 357.9 MJ in

January. The two-factor interactions are a measure of the combined

effect of variables. For example, when the glazing-to-ambient and

wall-to-room coefficients are increased simultaneously, the January

energy delivery is reduced by 38.1 MJ in addition to the main effects

of the changes. The total change in delivery for this case is

-357.9 + 43.2 - 38.1 = -352.8 NJ. A three-factor interaction can
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Table 3.2

Heat Transfer Coefficient Values for Factorial Design

Heat Transfer Coefficient (W/m2 C)

glazing-ambient

sunspace air-wall, floor, glazing

inside wall surface-building

3

1

4.5

+

18

6

10

Table 3.3

Effects and Interactions of Heat Transfer
Coefficients on Sunspace Energy Delivery

Heat Transfer Coefficients January

glazing-ambient -357.9 (MJ)

wall-building 43.2

sunspace air-interior surfaces -466.7

glazing-ambient x wall-building - 38.1

glazing-ambient x ss air-interior - 49.8

wall-building x ss air-interior - 48.7

Average Delivery

Absorbed Solar Radiation

162.1

5889.0

July

-327.5 (MJ)

925.5

-135.0

- 13.0

- 22.5

17.5

4430.0

10980.0
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also be computed, but in this study it was negligible.

To evaluate the significance of these effects, they are compared

with the magnitude of other monthly energy quantities. The average

overall sunspace energy delivery in January (0.16 GJ) is small when

compared with the absorbed solar radiation in the sunspace (5.89 GJ).

This means effects which are large compared with the January energy

delivery are not necessarily significant.

The glazing-to-ambient convection coefficient has a significant

effect on the energy delivery of the sunspace. A large portion of

sunspace heat losses to the environment are controlled by its value.

Since sunspace temperature is greater than the ambient temperature,

increasing the convection coefficient increases heat losses and de-

creases energy delivery to the building.

The effect of the wall-to-building heat transfer coefficient has

a strong seasonal dependence. For unvented sunspaces, the heat transfer

coefficient between the common wall and the building controls all of

the energy flow between the two. In the summer, the sunspace is

warmer than the building. Enlarging the wall-to-building heat

transfer coefficient increases the rate of heat delivery to the

building. Therefore the effect of raising the wall-to-building heat

transfer coefficient is substantial in July. In cold months with

lower solar radiation intensities, the sunspace can be either warmer

or colder than the adjacent building. Raising the heat transfer

coefficient will magnify the heat delivery to the building when the

sunspace is warmer than the building. It also augments the heat
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loss from the building to the sunspace when the sunspace is colder

than the building. The net effect in January is relatively minor.

For most well designed sunspaces, the net monthly energy delivery

is positive for a majority of the year (see Figures 3.17 and 3.18).

In months with significant net sunspace delivery, the effect of the

wall-to-building heat transfer coefficient is large. Therefore,

for annual or heating season simulations the total effect is sub-

stantial.

Increasing the sunspace interior convection coefficients lowers

the energy delivery of the sunspace and the effect is somewhat

seasonally dependent. Raising the wall-to-sunspace air, floor-to-

sunspace air, and glazing-to-sunspace air convection coefficients

increases the glazing and sunspace air temperatures. Energy losses

to the environment increase and delivery to the building declines.

The ambient temperature is lower in winter than in summer so the

change in delivery to the building when the interior convection co-

efficients are raised is greater in January than in July.

All the two-factor interactions, while not completely negli-

gible, are relatively insignificant. The two most important factors

are the main effects of the wall-to-building and the glazing-to-

ambient convection coefficients.

3.3 Building Integrated Sunspace Studies

3.3.1 Building Load Modeling and System Description

Heat transfer between a building and the environment can be

described by a set of partial differential equations, which include
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the capacitance of the building skin. Solutions are obtained by

numerical integration or, alternatively, by using transfer functions

as outlined by ASHRAE (19).

Herein, building loads are calculated by multiplying the heat

loss coefficient (UA), which is assumed to be constant, by the

building-to-ambient temperature difference. This is the basis of

degree-day load calculations (19). This approach is reasonable in

the study, since long-term performance is of interest. The building

heat storage capacity is modeled as a lumped single-node "effective"

capacitance. This assumption implies the building interior has a

uniform temperature.

These factors are included in the TRNSYS Type 12 building load

model. Mode 4 of the model requires a lumped building capacitance

in KJ/C. The building interior temperature is calculated from in-

put heat fluxes, the building loss coefficient and capacitance, and

the ambient temperature.

The TRNSYS simulations described in this chapter were performed

by using the building temperature to control a Type 8, Three-Stage

Thermostat component. The thermostat controls venting between the

sunspace and building, and auxiliary heating and cooling of the

building. A dead band setting is included in this component to re-

duce oscillations of the thermostat output control functions. Heat-

ing and cooling rates of the building are supplied by Type 6, On-Off

Auxiliary Heater components. Cooling is provided by specifying a

negative heating rate for that Type 6 component.
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3.3.2 Effects of Floor Slab Heat Losses

Most of the sunspace simulations in this chapter assume an

2_
effective ground R-value of 7.05 m.-C/W. A single variable study

examining this assumption was performed. Significant interaction

effects with other variables are unlikely. The simulation charac-

teristics are similar to earlier studies (Table 3.1). Changes and

additions are summarized in Table 3.4. Three heating season simu-

lations were performed using hourly weather data for Madison, Wiscon-

sin (31). The ground temperature was assumed to be the average of

the annual and monthly average ambient temperatures (28). Monthly

energy quantities for effective ground R-values of 7.05, 1.76, and
2

0.44 m -C/W are plotted in Figure 3.5.

Decreasing the effective ground insulation magnifies the heat

transfer from the floor to the ground. Other sunspace heat loss

terms shrink as the ground losses rise. This balancing effect causes

the energy delivery of the sunspace to vary less dramatically than

one would expect on consideration of ground losses alone. The

building auxiliary heat is affected by an even lesser amount.

This study shows that the assumed value of effective ground

insulation does not have a large effect on the auxiliary energy re-

quirement of the building. However, the effective ground R-value may

be important in some cases such as a high ground water table or a

study of the utility of additional floor slab insulation.



Table 3.4

Simulation Characteristics for the Effective
Ground Insulation Study

Sunspace

wall thickness 0.15m

floor thickness 0.10m

sunspace interior convection coefficients 5.7 W/m2 C

Thermostat

Heating Set Point 17.2°C

Cooling Set Point 25.5 0C

Dead band 1.50C

Building

UA 158 w/m2 C

Capacitance 5000 KJ/C

Auxiliary heating rate 26000 KJ/hr

Auxiliary cooling rate -12000 KJ/hr

Internal Gains: 24 hr cycle

INTERNRL GRINS

aMl2.1 6
0 .72

7 19
HOUR
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3.3.3 Effects of Venting Control Strategy

One of the features of many sunspace designs is vents in the

sunspace-building common wall. Sections 3.3.3 through 3.3.5 examine

the effects of venting the sunspace air to thebuilding.

One possible advantage of venting between the sunspace and the

building is the energy flow can be somewhat controlled. If a

building heating load exists and the sunspace air is warmer than the

building air, dampers can be opened and a fan activated. If no

building load exists, the dampers remain closed. This section

examines the effects of various control strategies on the sunspace

and building energy flows.

Vented sunspace system simulations for both masonry and insu-

lated common walls for March in Madison, Wisconsin were performed

for three different venting control strategies. March was selected

for study because annual simulations of similar sunspaces show that

the vented energy is a large proportion of the total sunspace

energy delivery in the month of March. The control strategies are

illustrated in Figure 3.6. The building auxiliary heating set point

is 17.2 C and the cooling set point is 25.5 C. If the building load

is such that the building temperature is outside these limits, the

auxiliary heater or cooler is activated. A dead band setting of

1.5 C is used. The dead band limits thermostat control function

oscillations by keeping the auxiliary component on until thebuild-

ing temperature is heated to 18.7 C or cooled to 24.0 C. The

minimum solar source temperature is set at either 24.-0 C or 21.5 C.
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If the sunspace air temperature is below this value, no venting be-

tween the sunspace and building is allowed. If the sunspace air

temperature is greater than the minimum solar source temperature, the

solar set point is the minimum building temperature where the vent

dampers remain closed. When the building temperature drops below

this point the dampers are opened and the fan is activated. The

dead band causes venting to continue (if the sunspace air remains

above the minimum solar source temperature) until the building

temperature is 1.5 C above the solar set point. Table 3.5 summar-

izes the other simulation characteristics.

Results from the six simulations are presented in Table 3.6.

Lowering the minimum solar source temperature leads to more venting

in a given month. The energy convected from the sunspace to the

building through the vents increased by 0.161 GJ for the masonry

common wall and 0.105 GJ for the insulated common wall. The total

sunspace delivery, however, only rose by 0.055 MJ and 0.093 MJ

respectively. Increased venting lowers the average wall tempera-

ture so less energy is conducted through the wall. This effect is

most noticable in masonry walls, as a significant portion of the

energy delivery of the sunspace is conducted through the wall. The

auxiliary heating requirements of the systems diminished by only

about 1 1/2 percent. The reasons that the auxiliary requirement is

not reduced by the same amount that the sunspace delivery is in-

creased are discussed in detail in the next section.
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Table 3.5

Simulation Characteristics of Venting Control Strategy Study

Location: Madison, Wisconsin Month: March

Heat Transfer Coefficients (W/m2 C)

glazing-to-ambient 2.8 + 3 V V: wind speed m/s

sunspace interior 17 (venting) 5.7 (not venting)

wall to building 8.3
Ground Temperature (T n T )/2

Tmonth year

Venting Rate 700 kg/hr

Building

Heat Loss Coefficient (UA) 158 W/0 C

Capacitance 5000 KJ/0C

Auxiliary heating rate 26000 KJ/hr

Auxiliary cooling rate -12000 KJ/hr

Internal gains (see Table 3.4)

Common Wall

thickness

PC
p

Conductivity

Sunspace extra thermal
mass capacitance

masonry

0.15 m

2009 KJ/m3 oC

1.73 W/m 0 C

frame

0.15 m

280 KJ/m
3 oC

0.045 W/mOC

4453 KJ/°C



Table 3.6

Effects of Venting Control Strategy

Common
Wall

Masonry

Masonry

Masonry

Insulated

Insulated

Insulated

Minimum Solar Venting Set
Source Temperature Temeprature

24.0 0C 19.0 °C

21.5 19.0

24.0 22.0

24.0 19.0

21.5 19.0

24.0 22.0

Vented Sunspace Total Sunspace
Delivery Delivery

0.845 2.772 GJ

1.006 2.827

1.295 2.916

1.595 1.675

1.697 1.768

1.652 1.726

Building Aux.
Heating Req.

4.797 GJ

4.732

4.836

6.804

6.706

6.790
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Raising the venting set temperature also augmented the vented

energy delivery and total energy delivery of both systems. However,

the masonry system auxiliary energy requirement rose slightly.

Possible reasons for this are discussed in detail in the next sec-

tion. The auxiliary energy requirement of the insulated wall sys-

tem did not change by a significant amount.

The effects of changing the sunspace venting control scheme were

minor in this study. Effects calculated from annual simulation re-

sults would be even less significant.

3.3.4 Effects of Venting for Masonry Common Wall Systems

The results of the previous section suggest that venting of the

sunspace only slightly increases the energy delivery of masonry

common wall sunspace systems, and the effect on building auxiliary

energy is modest. A large heating season factorial design was de-

vised to investigate further. An interaction between the interior

convection coefficient and vented energy delivery is possible. If the

coefficient is raised, more of the absorbed solar energy is trans-

ferred to the air and venting of the air may have a greater effect.

Another variable included in the study was building thermal capaci-

tance. For a given amount of energy input, a larger capacitance

building will exhibit a smaller temperature change. Venting may con-

tinue for a longer period of time and may be more significant. Table

3.7 lists the relevant simulation characteristics and the level of

the variables for a study of the effects on a system in Madison,

Wisconsin.
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Table 3.7

Characteristics of Masonry Wall Venting Study

Common Wall

thickness 0.15 m

PC 2009 KJ/m3 C
p

conductivity 1.73 W/m C

2
area 22.3 m

Venting Rate

0, 335, 2230 kg/hr

Interior Convection Coefficient

S- +

2
0 1.5 5.7 (W/m C)

>0 5.7 16.0

Building

Heat loss coefficient 158 w/0 C

Internal gains: see Table 3.4

Thermal Capacitance: 5000, 25000 KJ/C
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Total heating season energy quantities for the low-level (Table

3.7) sunspace interior convection coefficients are plotted in Figure

3.7. A similar plot for the high level convection coefficients is

found in Figure 3.8. For reference, a simulation was performed

with low-level convection coefficients and a house capacitance of

5000 KJ/C with no solar radiation input to the sunspace. The

auxiliary heating requirement of the no-solar system was 56.6 GJ.

The general behavior of the sunspace is similar to that of

vented collector storage walls, as described by Utzinger (2). An

energy balance on the sunspace is:

Qabs-env- in- Qstore =0 3.3.1

Qabs is the absorbed solar energy, Qenv is the heat loss to the

environment and includes loss to the ground and ambient air, Q. is
in

the energy delivery to the building, and Qstore is the energy

stored in the massive elements of the sunspace. On an annual basis,

Qstore is negligible. Venting of the sunspace air increases the

sunspace interior convection coefficients by raising the air velo-

city across the surfaces. This tends to increase the losses to the

environment. Venting also causes the wall and floor temperatures

to decrease, which diminishes losses to the environment. The net

effect is that losses to the environment go down slightly. As the

amount of vented energy increases, the amount conducted through the

wall declines. The net energy delivery is enhanced with larger air

flow rates, especially in the high building capacitance cases.
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Figure 3.8
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However, the building auxiliary energy is not reduced by the

same amount. An energy balance on the building is:

Qin + Qaux - Qloss - Qstore - Qcool = 0 3.3.2

Qaux is the auxiliary heat, Qlosis the building heat loss, and

Qcool is the heat removed from the building when the temperature

rises above the cooling set point of 25.5 C. Qstore' the energy

stored in the building as sensible heat, is negligible on an annual

basis. In Madison, the heat removed from the building is relatively

constant as venting air mass flow rate is varied. The energy loss

from the building must increase as venting air mass flow rate is

raised. Since the loss is directly proportional to the temperature

difference, the average building temperature is higher when venting

is allowed. On sunny, cold days venting of the sunspace air and

auxiliary heat input can occur simultaneously. The building temper-

ature is higher than it would have been if venting were not allowed.

Therefore, the change in auxiliary heating requirement does not

equal the increase in sunspace energy delivery as venting air mass

flow rate is raised.

The different levels of the sunspace interior convection co-

efficients and the building capacitance have a significant effect on

system performance. Higher sunspace interior convection coefficients

increase the vented sunspace delivery, but the total delivery is

diminished because of losses to the environment. This boosts the

building auxiliary heating requirement. As expected, a higher
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building thermal capacitance results in more energy delivery and a

lower auxiliary heating requirement. Changes in energy quantities

with vented air mass flow rate were also greater for the high build-

ing capacitance simulations than the low building capacitance simu-

lations.

The above explanation prompted an examination of the effects of

venting in other locations. Figure 3.9 is a plot of the results of

simulations for a 25,000 KJ/C capacitance building in Albuquerque,

New Mexico. A simulation with no solar radiation input, low inter-

ior convection coefficients, and a venting mass flow rate of zero

had an auxiliary heating requirement of 33.84 GJ. The energy re-

moved from the building to prevent overheating is substantial. Sim-

ilar simulations with high interior convection coefficients in Nash-

ville, Tennessee are plotted in Figure 3.10. The high coefficient

levels were chosen because the effects on the auxiliary energy re-

quirement are the greatest. Even so, the effects are similar to

those of the Madison simulations. The venting air mass flow rate

does not have a major effect on the building auxiliary energy con-

sumption. This conclusion is similar to that of Utzinger (2) and

Ohanessian (29) for collector-storage wall systems.

In the limit of a perfectly-insulated common wall, all the

energy delivery of the sunspace must be transferred by convection

through the vents. The above studies were of a relatively thin

(0.15 m) masonry common wall. Effects of venting for thicker walls and

for walls with different thermal characteristics may vary from
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Figure 3.9
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those discussed above. Typical thermal properties of various massive

wall materials are listed in Table 3.8. A factorial design of var-

ious wall properties and thicknesses was developed to quantify

these effects. Table 3.9 summarizes the simulation variables. The

properties of the walls are not typical for masonry and adobe; in-

stead, they represent the extremes.

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 are plots of the results. Venting has

less effect on the auxiliary energy requirements of masonry common

wall systems because the thermal conductivity of the wall is higher.

The auxiliary requirements for unvented walls are less if the walls

are thin because the thermal resistance of the wall is lower. How-

ever, for vented systems, the auxiliary energy is somewhat greater

for thin walls. The useful delivered energy, that is, the total

delivered energy minus the heat removed to prevent overheating, for

the vented thick wall is larger than that of the thin wall.

3.3.5 Effects of Venting for Insulated Common Wall Systems

The effects of venting the sunspace air to the building for

insulated common walls are quite different than the effects of

venting for thermally-massive and conductive common walls. For in-

sulated common walls, nearly all of the heat transferred from the

sunspace to the building is convected through the vents. As a

consequence, the mass flow rate of the air will have a large effect

on energy delivery. Since the thermal storage capacity of the wall

is low, sunspace temperatures vary over a broader range than masonry

common wall systems. Many insulated common wall sunspace designs
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Table 3.8

Thermal Properties of Various Massive Wall Materials

Material Solar Absorbtance pC-- -(KJ/m 3 C) k (W/m C)
p

masonry 0.65 - 0.93 2000 - 2200 1.73

brick 0.6 - 0.9 1500 - 1700 0.935

adobe 0.8 -1600 0.575

water - 4190 0.60

Table 3.9

Simulation Characteristics for the Study of
Wall Properties and Venting

Location: Albuquerque, NM

Common Wall

Material PC (KJ/m3 C) conductivity
p

masonry 3000 2.0

adobe 1200 0.5

thickness 0.1 m 1.0 m

Venting mass flow rate (kg/hr) 0, 1800

Interior convection coefficients Building

0 >0 UA 158

h (W/m2 C) 5 15 Capacitan

no intern

(W/m C)

W/°C

ce 5000 KJ/0 C

al gains
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Figure 3.12
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include additional thermal storage devices in the sunspace to dampen

the air temperature fluctuations. As in the masonry wall studies, the

thermal storage capacity of the adjacent building also affects per-

formance. A factorial design was performed for an insulated common

wall sunspace system to examine these effects. The variables are the

venting air mass flow rate, the capacity of the sunspace extra ther-

mal storage devices, the building thermal storage capacity, and the

sunspace interior convection coefficients. The levels of the var-

iables and other simulation characteristics are found in Table 3.10.

The high level of the additional sunspace thermal storage capacity

corresponds with 55-gallon drums standing on end against the back

wall, running the full length of the sunspace.

Results are plotted in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. Comparing the

two Figures indicates that the sunspace interior convection coeffic-

ient does not greatly affect the sunspace performance. A larger

convection coefficient leads to only slightly lower building auxil-

iary energy requirements. Including extra thermal mass in the sun-

space does dampen sunspace temperature fluctuations as shown in

Figure 3.15. Here the sunspace air temperature distributions of the

low capacitance building with low sunspace interior convection co-

efficients are compared for the month of March, with a venting air

mass flow rate of 1115 kg/hr. However, the increased thermal mass

causes a slight decline in the performance of the sunspace system by

boosting the nighttime sunspace temperature and increasing losses

to the environment. As with masonry common wall systems, the per-
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Table 3.10

Simulation Characteristics for the Study of
Insulated Common Walls and Venting

Common wall floor

PC (KJ/m3 C) 280 2009P

conductivity (W/m C) 0.045 1.73

thickness (m) 0.15 0.15

0.75 0.75

0.9 0.9

Venting mass flow rate (kg/hr) 0, 223, 1115, 2230

Sunspace extra thermal mass (KJ/C) 0, 17810

Sunspace interior convection coefficients (W/m2 C)

m- +

0 1.5 5.7

>0 5.7 17.0

Building

UA 158 W/C

Capacitance (KJ/C) 5000, 25000

Internal gains see Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.13
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Figure 3.14
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Figure 3.15
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formance of the system is enhanced by increasing the building ther-

mal capacitance. A large interaction effect between building ther-

mal capacitance and the presence of extra thermal storage devices in

the sunspace is also apparent. Raising the building capacitance

allows more energy to be vented to the adjacent structure, and build-

ing energy losses abate due to a lower average building temperature.

A low level of thermal storage in the sunspace causes the sunspace

air temperature to rise above the minimum solar source temperature

frequently. Combining these two effects leads to significant gains

in the total time that venting takes place.

Increasing the venting air mass flow rate improves the sunspace

performance considerably. The figures also illustrate that very

little energy is conducted through the wall since the delivery is

very low for a venting mass flow rate of zero. At higher mass flow

rates the sunspace delivery begins to level off. At some point the

increase in sunspace energy delivery is overshadowed by heightened

parasitic power requirements of the venting fan.

Comparing the results of Figures 3.13 and 3.14 for insulated

common wall systems with high venting mass flow rates (30 to 60 air

changes per hour) to the results of Figures 3.7 and 3.8 for masonry

common wall systems shows that the annual auxiliary heating require-

ments are similar. Masonry common wall systems deliver more energy to

the building during daylight hours but nighttime losses are substan-

tial. Insulated common wall systems, however, have lower daytime de-

livery and very small nighttime losses. It is interesting that, at
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least in this case, the net effect produces nearly identical auxil-

iary heating requirements.

3.3.6 Effects of Limiting the Sunspace Air Temperature

Many manufacturers and installers of sunspaces emphasize bene-

fits other than building auxiliary energy reduction. Extension of

the local growing season or use as a sunroom are viable uses of the

sunspace. These uses may place restrictions on the sunspace air

temperature. Most plants can survive nighttime temperatures near

freezing, but vegetable production and growth decline dramatically

as the minimum temperature goes down (30). Recommended minimum

temperatures for vegetable production range from 4.4 C for cool

season vegetables such as broccoli and spinach to 18.3 C for warm

season vegetables such as tomatoes and peppers. In addition, maxi-

mum daytime temperatures should optimally not exceed 32.2 C.

Sunspace temperatures frequently exceed these bounds. Uncon-

trolled sunspaces have air temperatures much greater than 32 C dur-

ing much of the summer. This overheating may also have a large im-

pact on building air-conditioning loads. The ambient temperature is

usually less than the sunspace air temperature, so overheating can

be reduced by venting the sunspace air to the environment. Summer

overheating is examined in Section 3.3.7.

Vegetable production in residential attached sunspaces is

usually accomplished during colder months. Maintaining plant com-

patible temperature levels during the winter requires additional

heat input to the sunspace in many cases. The auxiliary heat re-
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quired by the sunspace may be provided by an additional heating

system, such as a small electrical resistance heater in the sunspace,

or by venting warm building air to the solar greenhouse. This

addition of auxiliary heat to the sunspace affects the sunspace

delivery and adds to heating fuel costs. Use of removable nighttime

insulation on the glazing is helpful in reducing the sunspace auxil-

iary heat requirements and augmenting energy delivery.

Simulation of single and double-glazed sunspaces both with and

without nighttime insulation were performed in Madison, Wisconsin for

various minimum sunspace temperature requirements. The simulation

characteristics are presented in Table 3.11. Total monthly energy

quantities are plotted in Figures 3.16a and b for single-glazed

systems and Figures 3.17a and b for double-glazed systems.

The use of night insulation decreases both the building auxil-

iary heat load and the amount of energy required to maintain minimum

sunspace temperatures, especially for the single-glazed systems.

Adding another glazing sheet to single-glazed systems has the same

effect. Significant amounts of energy must be supplied to the

single-glazed sunspace with no night insulation, simply to maintain

a minimum temperature of 4.4 C. Use of night insulation or double

glazing kept the sunspace air temperature above 4.4 C nearly all

winter without additional sunspace heat. If additional sunspace heat

is required, not all of this heat is lost to the environment. In-

creasing the sunspace temperature heightens energy delivery to the

adjoining building and lessens the building heating requirements.



Table 3.11

Simulation Characteristics for the Study of
Minimum Sunspace Temperature

Location: Madison, WI

Common Wall Building

thickness 0.15 UA 158 W/m C

PCp 2009 KJ/m 3 C capacitance 5000 KJ/C

conductivity 1.73 W/m C no internal gains

Night insulation 1.59 m2 C/W (R-9)

glazing R-value: single glazing 0 double glazing 0.22

venting air mass flow rate 1115 kg/hr

maximum sunspace temperature 32.2 C

minimum sunspace temperatures

none, 4.4, 11.3, 18.3 C

interior sunspace convection coefficients

m 0 >0

h (W/m2 C) 4 10

Minimum solar source venting temperature 24C

Building venting set point 20*C

Building auxiliary heating set point 17.2 0C

KEY FOR MINIMUM SUNSPRCE TEMPERATURE PLOTS
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Figure 3.16b
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Figure 3.17b
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For the double-glazed sunspaces, some heat must be removed from the

sunspace to prevent overheating in October, March and April. One

additional fact worth noting is that the performance of the single-

glazed system with night insulation is very similar to that of the

double-glazed system without night insulation.

These studies show that maintenance of plant compatible temper-

ature levels can significantly add to the overall heat requirements

of some building-sunspace systems. Use of additional sunspace ther-

mal storage devices may also be useful in this context, especially

for insulated common wall systems.

In some locations, raising the minimum sunspace temperature is

not enough to insure plant productivity. Solar radiation intensity

and duration can also be limiting factors. Of course, artificial

lighting may be provided to make up the difference, but this will

not be examined as plant light requirements vary widely. The

TRNSYS sunspace component can be used to examine specific situa-

tions by including the light power consumption in the sunspace

auxiliary heating rate. For most situations, the effect of addi-

tional lighting on the thermal performance will be small.

3.3.7 Summer Cooling Considerations

All of the results presented up to this point are for simula-

tions of the building heating season, October to April. Although

the primary focus of this thesis is the use of sunspaces to reduce

auxiliary heating requirements, the effect on building summer cool-

ing will be briefly examined in this section.
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The effect of the sunspace on the building cooling loads is very

dependent on the characteristics of the common wall. Systems with

insulated common walls should not have a significant effect on

building cooling loads, while systems with conductive walls will have

a major effect. Venting of the sunspace air to the environment will

reduce the sunspace temperatures and cut down on the additional

cooling load. Whitewashing the glazings or using shading devices

reduces the solar energy entering the sunspace, which also diminishes

the additional cooling load.

Simulations to examine summer cooling load effects were per-

formed for two locations, Albuquerque and Nashville. It should be

noted the cooling load calculations do not include latent cooling

loads and that the cooling degree-hour calculations used may be in

error in some cases (for example, see the TRNSYS manual (10)). Simu-

lations were performed for a masonry common wall system with var-

ious sunspace-to-ambient venting rates. Simulations with no solar

input and 50% shading were also performed for comparison. Two in-

sulated common wall simulations were performed for each location;

one with no solar input and one with solar but with no cooling

strategy. The characteristics of the simulations are summarized in

Table 3.12.

Total energy quantities and the average sunspace air temperature

are plotted in Figure 3.18 for the vented masonry wall systems. Re-

sults for the other systems are shown on Table 3.13.
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Table 3.12

Simulation Characteristics for the Summer Cooling Study

Location: Albuquerque, NM and Nashville, TN

Common wall masonry insulated

thickness (m) 0.15 0.15

PC (KJ/m3 C) 2009 280
p

conductivity (W/m C) 1.73 0.045

Double glazing, R-value 0.22 m2-C/W

Venting mass flow rates (kg/hr) 0, 223, 1115, 2230

Building

UA 158 W/C

Capacitance 5000 KJ/C

Internal gains: see Table 3.4

Sunspace venting to ambient set point 32.2 C

Building cooling set point 25.5 C
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Figure 3.18
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masonry wall,

masonry wall,

insulated wal

insulated wal
strategy

Table 3.13

Results of the Summer Cooling Study

(Nashville /Albuquerque)

QDelivery(GJ) Q (GJ)

Deiey 'cool

no solar -0.22/-0.51 4.94/3.98

50% solar 9.99/12.32 13.33/13.43

1, no solar -0.03/-0.07 5.02/4.27

1, no cooling 2.43/3.05 6.81/6.61

T
sunspace

23.28/22.31

31.16/32.83

23.15/22.03

49.39/55.84
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Insulated common wall systems incur only slightly raised build-

ing cooling loads, as a result of the sunspace even though the

average sunspace air temperature is quite high. If any sunspace

cooling strategy is employed, the additional cooling load will be

much less.

Masonry common wall systems, however, have a marked effect on

the building cooling load. Venting the sunspace air to ambient

conditions does lessen the effect, but the additional cooling load

is still significant. Decreasing the sunspace-to-ambient venting

set point would help, but during mid-summer the sunspace is al-

ready being vented fairly continuously during daylight hours. Re-

ducing the solar energy input by 50% has a much greater effect on

reducing the building cooling load. In practice, a combination

of venting and shading should be employed to reduce the building

heat gain from the sunspace as much as possible. Presumably, not

all of the additional building cooling load would have to be met

by an air conditioner. Venting ambient air to the building when

possible could supply some free cooling. It is apparent, however,

that summer cooling of masonry common wall systems is a major con-

cern.

3.4 Conclusion

The effects of many variables were quantified in this chapter.

Other studies of this type can easily be performed using the TRNSYS

sunspace component described in Chapter 2. The main utility of the

many studies performed in this chapter is that the important vani-
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ables which determine sunspace performance were identified. The

next chapter describes a simplified monthly-based design method

for sunspace systems, which incorporates these factors.
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Chapter 4: A Design Method for Sunspaces

4.1 Introduction

It is desirable to develop a simplified method for predicting

the performance of building-attached sunspace systems. Optimiza-

tion of system design using the TRNSYS model of Chapter 2 would be

costly and requires access to a main frame computing system. In

addition, hourly weather data is needed. A design method which

requires only one set of calculations per month and readily avail-

able monthly average weather data is one solution to this prob-

lem. Currently available monthly based design methods are dis-

cussed in Section 1.3.

A generalized method for predicting the monthly average

daily solar radiation absorbed by the sunspace wall and floor is

presented in this chapter. The effects of changing the sunspace

geometry, optical properties, and the wall and floor solar ab-

sorbtivity on the amount of absorbed solar radiation are easily

evaluated.

Many sunspace designs incorporate a thermally conductive common

wall. This type of sunspace is similar to collector-storage wall

systems. By using an approach similar to that developed by Monsen

for the prediction of monthly average delivery of collector-storage

walls (15), the energy delivery of this class of sunspace may be

estimated. By using this method, the effects of altering the sun-

space thermal parameters on sunspace energy delivery can be examined.
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The limits of conductive common wall sunspace system performance

are also similar to those of collector-storage wall systems (15).

Equations for both zero and infinite thermal storage building

systems are developed, and problems with their solution on a

monthly basis are discussed.

An alternative to using the theoretical limits of sunspace

system performance to define building auxiliary heating require-

ments is also discussed. It involves considering the sunspace

energy delivery as a distributed energy input which reduces the

balance point temperature of the building. Heating loads are then

calculated using degree-day calculations with reduced base temper-

ature degree-days.

Design method results are compared with detailed TRNSYS simu-

lation values. In calculating the TRNSYS building heating load, a

slightly different method was used for the simulations discussed in

this chapter. The studies of Chapter 3 incorporated a temperature

level control building load model. A thermostat component moni-

tored the building temperature and directed auxiliary heating and

cooling components, which kept the building within the specified

temperature bounds. The temperature level control approach closely

simulates the performance of actual building components. However,

results are somewhat dependent on the specified heating and cooling

rates of the auxiliary components. If the load on the building is

greater than the sunspace energy delivery, the temperature drops

below the low set point. The auxiliary heater is then activated.
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If the auxiliary heating rate exceeds the building load, the temp-

erature of the building will rise above the set point.

Energy rate control eliminates the dependence on the auxiliary

heating and cooling rate. If a heating or cooling load exists on

the building, energy is added or subtracted to exactly maintain the

thermostat set point. This is analogous to a system where the

furnace or air conditioner is tempered to exactly meet the instantan-

eous building load. The TRNSYS Type 19 mode 1 room model operates

with energy rate control. The building capacitance is modeled as a

single lumped capacitance, and no latent loads are considered, as

in the simulations of Chapter 3. For a further discussion of energy

rate and temperature level control, see the TRNSYS manual (10).

4.2 Simplifying Assumptions of the Design Method

Two assumptions allow the sunspace thermal network (Figure 2.2)

and the accompanying differential equations (Equation 2.4.1) to be

greatly simplified. The first of these is that air flow between the

sunspace and the attached building has little effect on the build-

ing auxiliary heating requirements. The venting studies of Chapter

3 and Figures 3.8 through 3.12 show that this is a good approximation

for relatively thin (0.1 - 0.3 m) common walls made of a thermally

conductive material such as masonry. The reasons for this are thor-

oughly discussed in Chapter 3. Results from the methods of this

chapter will slightly underpredict the energy delivery of vented

masonry wall systems.
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The second assumption is that the net internal energy change of

the sunspace wall and floor over the month is small compared to the

other sunspace energy quantities. This is found to be true by

examining the monthly integrated energy stored as sensible heat in

the floor and wall. Table 4.1 compares several monthly energy

quantities for an unvented sunspace with a 0.3 m thick masonry common

wall. The implication of this assumption is that the monthly average

wall and floor temperature profiles are linear. The monthly average

wall temperature profiles for the same system are plotted in Figure

4.1.

The second assumption allows two of the heat flow paths to be

simplified to a large degree. The series of resistors and capaci-

tors through the wall can be combined into a single linear resistance

from the outside to the inside of the wall. If the heat transfer

coefficient from the wall to the attached building is assumed to be

constant, a single conductance term describes the monthly average

heat transfer from the sunspace wall surface to the building. Simi-

larly, a single conductance describes the monthly average heat

transfer from the floor surface to the ground. The floor surface-

to-ground conductance includes the thermal conductivity of the

floor, the R-value of the floor insulation and the effective ground

resistance.

The complicated thermal network of Figure 2.2 can be reduced

on a monthly basis to that of Figure 4.2 by using the two assumptions

described above and by assuming convection coefficients are con-
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Table 4. 1

Integrated Monthly Energy Quantities

Location: Madison, WI

Energy (MJ)

Sunspace
Delivery

2.22

0.89

-0.27

0.04

0.84

2.34

2.46

Absorbed
Solar Radiation

7.34

5.09

3.93

5.91

6.91

10.28

8.48

Loss to
Ambient

4.79

4.34

4.21

5.68

5.82

7.69

5.77

Month

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

Sunspace
Stored

0.17

-0.28

0.01

0.11

0.18

0.11

-0.18
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Figure 4. 1
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stant. The room, ground, and ambient temperatures are monthly

average values, denoted by the bar. Before determining the monthly

average sunspace wall, floor, air and glazing temperatures, the

absorbed solar radiation on the wall and floor (SW and SF) must be

calculated.

4.3 Determination of the Monthly Average Absorbed Radiation

The first step in solving the equations which describe the

simplified monthly average thermal network of Figure 4.2 is to cal-

culate the solar radiation absorbed by the wall and floor. The

approach described here is similar to that of Klein (32) for deter-

mining the monthly average transmittance-absorbtance product of

solar collectors. Generally, the daylight hours of the "average"

day of the month (16) are divided into 12 equal time intervals,

and the beam radiation incident on the sunspace surfaces is deter-

mined at the midpoint of each interval. Incident diffuse radia-

tion is calculated on a daily basis, as the transmittance to diffuse

radiation is assumed to be constant. After numerically integrating

the beam radiation components, multiple radiation reflections within

the sunspace are accounted for by using the F (F-hat) formulation

described in Section 2.3.4.

H, the monthly average daily horizontal radiation, is available

for many locations. A correlation developed by Erbs (33) determines

the monthly average diffuse fraction, Hd/11:

Hd/H = 1.317 - 3.023 + K.T2 2_ .6 KT 4.3.1
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where KT is the monthly average daily clearness index. KT is equal

to H divided by the monthly average daily horizontal extraterrestrial

radiation, H . Equations for H are presented by Duffie and Beckman
0 0

(16). Equation 4.3.1 assumes the distribution of KT, the daily

clearness index is independent of location.

With this information, the average hourly horizontal beam rad-

iation intensity, Ib , may be estimated by using its long-term aver-

age distribution. Equations for long-term distributions of rT (the

hourly-to-daily total radiation ratio) and rd (the hourly-to-daily

diffuse radiation ratio) from Collares-Pereira and Rabl (34.) are as

follows:

COS W, .- Cos
24 r . srd 4.3.2

d 1T sinU)w -w cos W
s s s

rT = r d (A + B cosW r)

4.3.3
A 0.409 + 0.5016 sin (W - 1.047)

s

B = 0.6609 - 0.4767 sin (ws - 1.047)

Wr and W(s are the hour-angle and the sunrise hour-angle, respec-r s

tively. The average hourly beam radiation on a tilted surface,

Gbt' can now be defined:

G =R ( -rH4.3.4b,t b (rT H- rd Hd)

where Rb is the ratio of beam radiation on the tilted surface to

that on the horizontal. Equations for Rb and ei' the beam radiation
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incidence angle on a tilted surface, are found in (16). The trans-

mittance of the glazing at a particular incidence angle can be deter-

mined analytically by using Fresnel's equation or by experiment

(32). A FORTRAN subroutine TALF from TRNSYS (10) which calculates

glazing transmittance from optical properties is included in the

Appendix. Once the intensity of the beam radiation which is trans-

mitted through the two sloped glazings for a particular hour-angle

is determined, the energy is apportioned to the wall, floor, and

glazing surfaces by geometric calculations described in Section

2.3.3 and Figure 2.4.

The total monthly average daily incident radiation on the sun-

space surfaces is the sum of the numerically-integrated beam radia-

tion and the daily diffuse incident radiation. If theground and sky

are assumed to be isotropic sources, the diffuse radiation incident

on a glazing surface at-a tilt can be calculated on a daily basis:

- I-I + cos + 1H - cos3
dt d 2' g 2

where pg is the ground reflectance. As in the TRNSYS model of

Chapter 2, the effective incidence angle of the diffuse radiation

is assumed to be 60 degrees. Transmitted diffuse radiation is dis-

tributed to the sunspace surfaces by using Hottel's crossed string

view factors (see Section 2.3.2).

Incident radiation calculated by the described monthly average

daily method is compared with monthly integrated TRNSYS values

(divided by the number of days per month) in Figure 4.3. The plotted
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Figure 4.3
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values are for heating season simulations with the geometry of Figure

3.1 using TMY weather data (31) for Madison, Wisconsin; Caribou,

Maine; Ely, Nevada; Albuquerque, New Mexico; Seattle, Washington;

and Nashville, Tennessee. Generally, the monthly calculations pro-

duce results which are very similar to those of TRNSYS simulations.

One point, however, lies well off the idea 45-degree line. For the

month of January in Caribou, Maine, the result of average day calcu-

lations for radiation incident on the wall was 171.9 MJ, but the

TRNSYS simulation value was 131.4 MJ. The difference between the

two calculation methods lies in the diffuse radiation fraction for

the month. Using equation 4.3.1 yields H/H = 0.453. Numerically
d

integrating the total horizontal radiation from the TMY data tape

and the horizontal diffuse radiation from the TRNSYS radiation pro-

cessor over the month gives ZHd/ZH = 0.583. The average transmit-

tance for beam radiation is greater than that of diffuse radiation;

therefore, more radiation is transmitted through the glazings using

the monthly average day calculations. In addition, the distribu-

tion to the sunspace surfaces is different for beam and diffuse

radiation. These two factors can cause a significant variation in

the calculated monthly average incident radiation values. Nearly

all the discrepancies between calculated incident radiation in

Figure 4.3 can be traced to a difference in diffuse fraction. The

largest differences in diffuse fraction and calculated incident

radiation occur consistently in two locations--Caribou, Maine and

Seattle, Washington.
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The hourly radiation values for a given month from the Typical

Meteorological Year weather data tape are selected from 23 years of

data. Although total horizontal radiation values were a key factor

in selecting a "typical" month, radiation distributions were not

directly considered (35). It is possible that some of the months

selected have distributions of KT which differ from those assumed

in the derivation of Equation 4.3.1.

The deviations of Figure 4.3 are acceptable, and isolated

differences arise due to variations in the diffuse radiation frac-

tion. A FORTRAN subroutine, RAD, to calculate the monthly average

daily incident radiation for the sunspace surface- -given the month,

average daily horizontal radiation intensity, ground reflectance and

sunspace geometry--is included in the Appendix.

The monthly average daily solar radiation absorbed by the wall

and floor (SW and SF) can be calculated by using Equation 2.3.9 and

£F (F-hat) values calculated from the sunspace geometry and optical

properties (see Section 2.3.4). A computer algorithm for obtaining

F values for a three-surface (wall, floor and glazing) sunspace,

FHAT, is included in the Appendix. Since subroutine FHAT calculates

the F matrix in exactly the same manner as the TRNSYS sunspace com-

ponent, differences between monthly average absorbed solar radiation

and values from TRNSYS simulations arise only from discrepancies in

incident radiation.

The methods described in this section may be extended for sun-

spaces with extra thermal mass containers if desired. Agreement be-
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tween monthly average calculations and TRNSYS results will be simi-

lar to that of Figure 4.3.

4.4 The Monthly Average Sunspace Temperatures and Energy Delivery

Once the monthly absorbed solar radiation has been calculated,

the sunspace temperatures and energy flows may be determined. For

the monthly design method calculations, the conductances and the

temperatures of the ground, room and ambient are assumed to be con-

stant at their monthly average values. Since the thermal storage

capacity of the wall and floor is not taken into account, the fol-

lowing four monthly energy balance equations may be written for the

network of Figure 4.2:

C3 (Tamb -Tgl) + C6 (Tair -Tgl) + C8 (Tf -Tgl)

4.4.1

+ C9 (T - T g) = 0

C4 (T -Tr )±C 5 (T -Tr )+GC (T -Tr.)

w air C5 f air 6 gl air

4.4.2

+ C1 0 (Tamb - Tair 0

C2 (Tgr 6 (Tair - Tf) + C7 (Tw - Tf)

4.4.3

+ C (Tg - T)+SF = 0
8, 91 f
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C1 (Trm -T)+C 4 (Tair -Tw)+ C7 (Tf-T w)

4.4.4

+ C 9 (Tg -T w ) + SW=0

All the conductances are calculated in the same manner as their

counterparts in Figure 2.2, except that temperatures and convection

coefficients assume their monthly average values and the units must

be compatible with daily absorbed radiation. It is convenient to

use subroutine FHAT, which is also useful in calculating absorbed

solar radiation, to help compute infrared radiation conductances

between the sunspace surfaces.

The values of Cl and C2 in Figure 4.2 are composites of

earlier conductances. Using the same terminology of Section 2.2,

they are defined as:

t
w- + 1 - A 4.4.51 , h ww w-rm

tf
e+Rf)RA 4.4.6

C2  k7 insul greff -

Use of glazing night insulation may be included in the design

method by calculating a time-weighted effective glazing R-value:

(1- t)RgI + t(R + Rn)
R ... 2 l ni 4.4.7
gl,eff 24

where t is the average number of hours in the day that the night

insulation is in place. It is assumed that the night insulation is
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removed before dawn and put in place after sunset so no solar radia-

tion is prevented from entering the sunspace. The value of effec-

tive glazing resistance is combined with the glazing-to-ambient

convection coefficient and infrared conductance as described by equa-

tion 2.2.15 to obtain a value for C3.

The energy balance equations, 4.4.1 to 4.4.4, form a system of

equations with four unknowns which can be solved by any suitable

technique, such as Gaussian elimination, for the monthly average

glazing, air, floor, and wall temperatures. However, the infrared

conductances, C7 , C8 , C9 , and a portion of C3, are dependent on

the temperatures of the wall, floor, and glazing. The solution

technique is as follows. An initial guess, for all unknown temper-

atures, of 27 C is used to obtain corrected values of the monthly

average wall, floor, glazing, and air temperatures. The new temper-

atures are then used to re-calculate the temperature dependent con-

ductances. Iterations continue until the temperatures do not differ

appreciably from those used to calculate the infrared conductances.

Convergence within 0.001 C usually occurs after fewer than four

iterations.

With the monthly average inside wall surface temperature, Tw

the sunspace energy delivery may be calculated from equation 4.4.8:

Qin = Cl (T - T ) 4.4.8in 1 w rm

Results from monthly average calculations, as described in this
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section, are compared with detailed TRNSYS simulation results in

Figure 4.4. In order to avoid confusion with discrepancies caused

by differences in incident solar radiation values, the energy deliv-

ery computed by monthly average temperature methods used TRNSYS sim-

ulation incident radiation as an input.

If the monthly energy storage calculated by the TRNSYS simula-

tion is near zero, the predicted energy delivery values are nearly

identical. Variations arise mainly due to the assumption of no

appreciable energy storage in the wall and floor, implicit in Equa-

tions 4.4.3 and 4.4.4. However, over a total heating season, energy

storage is negligible. If monthly average temperature calcula-

tions under-predict energy delivery for one month, there is a tend-

ency for the predicted energy delivery for the following month to

be greater than results from detailed TRNSYS simulations. Over a

heating season, the total sunspace energy delivery to the attached

building calculated by the simplified method approaches detailed

simulation results more closely than Figure 4.4 might suggest. For

the six heating season calculations plotted in the figure, the aver-

age annual deviation in results was only 1.2 percent.

The annual average deviation between TRNSYS results and calcu-

lations employing monthly average incident radiation from subroutine

RADwas 4.9 percent. The monthly values are compared in Figure 4.5.

4.5 Theoretical Limits to Sunspace System Performance

The theoretical limits of the auxiliary heating requirements

of a sunspace system may be derived analytically. These limits are
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Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.5
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similar to those for direct gain and collector storage wall sys-

tems (14,15). If the attached building has an infinite thermal

storage capacity, auxiliary consumption is minimized, since all of

the sunspace energy delivery, up to the building energy require-

ments, is usable. Zero thermal storage capacity systems, however,

must reject any sunspace energy delivery in excess of the instan-

taneous building load. Therefore, heating requirements are maxi-

mized in zero thermal storage systems.

4.5.1 Infinite Building Thermal Capacity

For an infinite thermal capacitance building, all of the sun-

space energy delivery which exceeds the building heating load is ab-

sorbed by the structure. The temperature of the building is constant

and equal to the building auxiliary heating thermostat set point, Tre

Stored excess solar radiation is released to meet the building load

whenever instantaneous sunspace gains are not sufficient.

A monthly energy balance on an infinite capacitance building

gives the monthly auxiliary heating requirement:

Qaux,i = [La - Qin ]  4.5.1

La is the building heating load not including the sunspace, and Qin

is the net sunspace energy delivery. The above equation assumes

the monthly distribution of Qin is such that the total energy deliv-

ery over the month was available to meet the building heating load

whenever a load occurred. Only positive values of monthly auxiliary

energy are considered, and no month-to-month carryover of stored
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energy is allowed.

Calculation of Qin is discussed in Section 4.4. La, the heat-

ing load through the non-solar building components, may be deter-

mined in several ways. One common procedure is the UA degree-day

method (19):

La = (UA) a (DD)b 4.5.2

In this equation (UA) is the loss coefficient of the building if
a

the sunspace is adiabatic, and (DD)b is the monthly degree-days

evaluated at the building balance point temperature, Tb, given by:

Tb =Trr - /(UA)a4.5.3

The average rate of building internal energy gains, , includes

heat generation of appliances and people, but not the energy de-

livery of the sunspace. Degree-days for several base temperatures

in 224 locations calculated from a relation developed by Thom (36)

are tabulated in (4). Degree days may also be calculated from re-

cently developed equations of Erbs (37).

If the transmittance of the glazing is equal to zero, no solar

radiation would be absorbed by the sunspace wall and floor. An

additional heating load, L occurs due to heat losses from the

building through the sunspace. Computation of Ls involves solving

equations 4.4.1 through 4.4.4 with SF and SW set equal to zero.

Subroutine TWBAR, included in the Appendix, calculates L s and Qin

for the monthly average day. After the monthly average wall
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temperature for no solar input has been computed, Ls is as follows:

L = C (T - T ) 4.5.4s 1 r w,ns

Equation 4.5.1 may be re-written as:

Q+=L-) 4.5.5

Qaux,i (LQs

where L, the total building load is given by

L=La +L s  4.5.6

and Qs' the solar gain, is

QS = Qin + Lw 4.5.9

If the transmittance of the sunspace glazing is zero, Qi = -L
in w

and Qs is zero. The system auxiliary heating requirement is then

simply the total building load, L.

4.5.2 Zero Building Thermal Capacity

For a building with zero thermal storage capacity, sunspace

energy delivery in excess of instantaneous load demand cannot be

stored for later use. If sunspace instantaneous delivery is less

than the load, auxiliary energy must be supplied to maintain the

building temperature at the thermostat low set point. Conversely,

if the instantaneous sunspace delivery exceeds the load demand,

excess energy must be immediately removed from the building to

prevent overheating. The building temperature remains at the

thermostat heating set point due to auxiliary heat addition and
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excess solar gain removal.

The sunspace common wall for the zero thermal capacity system

must also have no thermal storage capacity (PC = 0). The wallP

thermal conductivity presents a resistance to heat flow, but there

is no time delay in energy delivery.

A monthly energy balance yields the auxiliary heating require-

ments of a zero thermal capacitance sunspace system:

Qaux,z [L - s + Qdump+ 4.5.10

L and Qs were defined in the previous section. The monthly energy

rejected from the zero thermal storage system, Qdump' is the inte-

gral of the rate of instantaneous energy removal required to keep

the building at the heating set point. The rate of energy removal

can be calculated from an instantaneous energy balance on the

building:

Qdump [C1 (Tw - Tr) (UA)a (Tb - Ta)]+ 4.5.11

where C1 is given by Equation 4.4.5, Tw is the common wall temper-

ature on the sunspace side, T is the building heating set point,
r

and Ta is the ambient temperature.

For a massless floor and wall, the monthly average thermal net-

work of Figure 4.2 and Equations 4.4.1 through 4.4.4 may be used on

an instantaneous basis. Rearranging these equations yields the fol-

lowing matrix equation:



-C -C6-C8-C36 8 9

C6

C8

C9

C6

-C4-C 5-C 6 -C1 0

C5

C4

C8

C5

-C2-C 5-C7-C 8

C7

-C3 Tamb

-.10 Tamb

F - C2 Tgr

-S - C T
In w 1 rm

Solving for T w yields:

x1 E [SF (AB - DE)
+S (EF

(AB - DE) [Tg r C2 X1 E- T

K (EF- B) [T rm 1 X1 E - Ta

B2_ B2)] +

(BH - C3 C8 E)] +

(AH - C3 C9 E)]

(AB- DE) (EG - A2 ) (EF - B )

where

Xl= C3 + C6 + C8 + C9

X =C 4 +C 5 + C 6 +c0

X3 =C 2 +C 5 +C 7 +C 8

C9

C4

C7

-C1-C 4-C 7-C 9

128

T 9 1

air

Tf

T
Sw

4.5.12

w

4.5.13
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x4 C + C4 + C7 + C9

A=C C 9 + C4 X1

B =C 6 C8 + C5 X1

D C CC9 X1

E = C6 2 - x 1 x 2

2
E=C 2-x x

6 1 3

2
G=C -x X49 14

H=C C +C0 X
3 6 10 1

For the equations which follow, it is convenient to refer to

the denominator and the second and third lines in the numerator as

single terms, J1 and J2, respectively. Equation 4.5.13 can be re-

written as:

2
T XI E F[SF (AB DE) + S w (EF- B2)] +4J2[S w=24.5.14

w J

A transmittance-absorbtance product for the sunspace wall can be

defined such that:

S = A G (Tx) 4.5.15

where G vis the instantaneous radiation incident on a vertical,
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south-facing surface. Substituting Equation 4.5.15 into 4.5.14,

using the result in Equation 4.5.11 and integrating over the month

gives the monthly energy rejected from the zero thermal capacitance

system:

C X E (EF- B 2)

=dm A (T) w  v(G - G+ dt 4.5.16
QdumpwJw w v c)

month

where (To) has been replaced by its monthly average equivalent de-
w

fined by:

SW

(Tct)w = _4.5.17

AwHw v

G c the critical radiation level is:c

1 f(UA)a( Ta)T J1
G =a

2hC
A (Ta)w (EF -B' ) XE

4.5.18

+ Tr J1 - SF (AB - DE)X 1 E - J2

The integral in Equation 4.5.16 appears in the defining rela-

tion of 0, the monthly average daily utilizability:

+
If (G -G) dt

- month T c
0= month4.5.19f GT dt

month T

0is the fraction of the monthly radiation on a tilted surface which

lies above the specified critical radiation level, Gc . Since 0 is a
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measure of the dumped energy for passive solar systems rather than

useful energy delivery as in active solar systems, the term "un-

utilizability" is used. The dumped solar energy for a zero thermal

storage capacity system in terms of 0 is:

I X1 E (EF - B 2 )
QdA (Tc)w H N 4.5.20
~dump w w v

N is the number of days in the month. The above relation can be

substituted into Equation 4.5.10 for the auxiliary heating require-

ments of a zero thermal storage capacity sunspace system. The frac-
tional portion of equation 4.5.20, C X E (EF 2 )/JIis a

dimensionless ratio of conductance terms which describes the heat

flow network of Figure 2.5.

Utilizability is a radiation statistic first developed by

Whillier (38). 0 is the fraction of the total solar radiation which

lies above a specified critical level. Originally 0 was developed

on an hourly basis. It is a non-linear function of critical radia-

tion level because it is a measure of the variability of solar radia-

tion intensity. Liu and Jordan (39) extended Whillier's work on

monthly average hourly utilizability. They found that 0 is not

strongly dependent on values of ground reflectance or view factors

from the surface to the sky and ground. In addition, Liu and Jordan

(40) found that the monthly variability of solar radiation is a

strong function of the monthly clearness index, KT. Klein (17) used

this to develop a correlation for 0, the monthly average daily

utilizability. He found that 0 is a function of three dimensionless
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parameters, KT R/R and XT' n c

KT, the monthly clearness index, is simply the ratio of ter-

restrial monthly average horizontal radiation to extraterrestrial

monthly average horizontal radiation. R/R varies with collector
n

orientation and time of year. R is the monthly average ratio of

tilted surface radiation to horizontal radiation. R is the ratio
n

of the tilted surface radiation to horizontal radiation at noon of

the average day of the month. X is the critical radiation level,c

Gc, divided by Gn , the tilted surface radiation intensity at noon

of the average day of the month. The relation developed by Klein

is as follows:

=exp ((A + B (RJR)) (X +CX 2))
n c c

2
A = 2.943 - 9.271 KT + 4.031 KT

4.5.21

B =-4.345 + 8853 K- 3.602 K-2
T T

C= -0.170 - 0.306 KT + 2.936 KT2

4.5.3 Problems with the Utilizability Approach for Sunspaces

The utilizability concept is useful for describing direct gain

(14), collector-storage wall (15), and some active solar heating

systems (16). The equations for the critical radiation level are

relatively simple for these systems. The physical meaning of the

equations is clear, and they lead to an intuitive understanding of

the solar components' behavior. In the case of sunspaces, however,
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Equation 4.5.18 for critical radiation level is complex, and the

physical meaning is not immediately apparent.

In addition, the equations presented in the previous section--

which are meant to be used to quantify the variability in sunspace

energy delivery--have an inherent flaw. The equation for the

monthly critical radiation level (Equation 4.5.18) contains the

monthly average daily solar radiation absorbed by the sunspace floor,

SF. By using the monthly average value, the variability of solar

radiation for this surface has been ignored. During the spring and

fall, when horizontal radiation intensity is relatively large com-

pared to the winter months, using Equation 4.5.18 can lead to an

extremely low or even a negative critical radiation level. A low

critical radiation level implies that nearly all of the radiation

incident on the sunspace common wall causes the building temperature

to rise above the heating set point. Building auxiliary heating

energy for that month would be zero. This result conflicts with

TRNSYS simulation values. For accuracy in the annual results, the

variability of horizontal solar radiation must also be taken into

consideration. The following equation for the instantaneous energy

rejected from a zero thermal storage sunspace system is obtained by

substituting Equation 4.5.13 into Equation 4.5.11:

QX[ E [ SF ( A B - D E ) + Sw ( EF - B2 ) + J  -1

J2 4.5.22

~(UA) a (Tr -T
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Accounting for the variability of solar radiation incident on the

floor as well as the wall on a monthly basis is difficult. It is

not possible to cast the above equation in a form compatible with

Equation 4.5.19. Instead, a function must be developed which simul-

taneously accounts for the distribution of horizontal and vertical

solar radiation, as well as the fact that radiation incident on the

floor has a different impact on sunspace energy delivery than the

solar radiation incident on the wall. Development of such a rela-

tion would be difficult, and its utility would be limited to sun-

space systems.

Once the auxiliary energy requirement of a zero thermal storage

capacity sunspace system has been quantified--assuming the above

problem can be solved--a correlation for finite capacitance systems

must be developed. Monsen (14,15) gives relations for finite

capacitance direct gain and collector storage wall systems. One

of the independent variables in these formulations is the effective

building capacitance. This corresponds with the effective building

capacitance of the TRNSYS Type 12 and Type 19 building load models.

Single node effective capacitance is meant to be a representation

of the distributed capacitance of an actual building. Recent studies

by Horn (41) cast doubt on the accuracy of methods employing the

effective capacitance concept. Horn found that in addition to being

difficult to determine, effective building capacitance varied with

building temperature and the month.
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In light of the above considerations, a design method which

includes utilizability concepts will not be pursued further.

4.6 Prediction of Building Auxiliary Heating Requirements

A method for predicting the monthly energy delivery of a sun-

space system with a thermally conductive common wall was developed

in Section 4.4. The objective of this section is to determine how

the sunspace energy delivery reduces the auxiliary heating require-

ments of the building.

The unutilizability approach to predicting building auxiliary

heating requirements calculates the effect of internal energy gains,

not including the passive solar component delivery, by using Equa-

tions 4.5.2 and 4.5.3. A balance point temperature is computed for

the non-solar portion of the building, and La (the auxiliary re-

quirement of the building if the solar component was replaced by an

adiabatic wall) is computed using balance temperature degree-days.

The effect of the solar component on building auxiliary heating is

considered separately.

Implicit in the unutilizability formulation is the assumption

that the non-solar internal gains never cause the building tempera-

ture to rise above the heating set point. For most residences, this

assumption is relatively accurate for computing heating loads, yet

is not justified for "superinsulated" houses or some commercial

buildings.

Treating solar energy delivered to the building differently than

other building internal gains is somewhat artificial. One unit of
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solar energy has the same effect as one unit of energy from non-solar

internal gains, providing that the time distribution of energy is the

same. Building temperature may rise above the heating set point

due to large non-solar internal gains, as well as from solar energy

delivery. This section discusses a design method which treats solar

energy delivery in the same fashion as other building internal

gains.

The method is based on the same reduced temperature degree-day

calculations discussed in Section 4.5.1 for calculating L . Rele-a

vant equations are repeated here for completeness. First, a reduced

base temperature for the month is calculated:

T =T - /(UA) 4.6.1
b r a

The internal gains term, , in Equation 4.6.1 now includes a monthly

average daily heat generation of appliances, people, etc., as in

Equation 4.5.2, and monthly average sunspace energy, Q." .(Note

that it is possible for Tb to be greater than Tr.) The monthly

auxiliary heating requirement is then calculated by multiplying the

non-solar building loss coefficient, (UA)a, by the balance temper-

ature degree days:

Qaux (UA) (DD) 4.6.2

The balance temperature is different for every month since Qn

varies widely. It is recommended that variable base temperature

degree-days be calculated from the relations of Erbs (37) if actual
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data is unavailable.

Use of Equation 4.4.8 for Qi and Equation 4.6.1 for the base
in

temperature, Tb, requires the monthly average building temperature

Tr . If the monthly average building temperature is assumed to be

equal to the heating set point, Equation 4.6.2 is equivalent to

Equation 4.5.1 for the auxiliary energy requirement of an infinite

thermal storage sunspace system. The base temperature of Equations

4.6.1 and 4.6.2 is not the same as that of Equations 4.5.2 and 4.5.3,

however, since in this section j includes the sunspace gains, Qi
in

For buildings with large non-solar building loads, La and relatively

small total internal gains, , the assumption that T = T isr set

correct. Auxiliary heating energy must be continuously supplied tO

maintain the building at the heating set temperature. For months

and systems where La and A approach the same order of magnitude,

the average building temperature rises above Tset . The error in

calculated auxiliary energy arising from assuming T = T is de-
r set

pendent on La, g, and the actual building thermal storage capacity.

It is possible to approximate the effect of thermal storage capacity

in months with relatively large total internal gains (28). But,

for most systems, the effect on annual heating loads is small. L
a

and Qin are usually similar only in the spring and fall when the

heating load is a small fraction of the total load. If the total

internal gains are substantial for months with a significant heat-

ing load, it is recommended that the effects of building capacitance

be considered. In this case an iterative solution is necessary since
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Q in depends on the average building temperature (see Equation 4.4.8).

Auxiliary energy requirements using T = T = 17.2 C werer set

predicted for the sunspace geometry of Figure 2.2 in six locations.

Intermediate monthly design method quantities are compared in Fig-

ures 4.3 and 4.5. The monthly predicted auxiliary energy require-

ments are plotted against values from detailed TRNSYS simulations

in Figure 4.6. The TRNSYS simulations assumed an effective build-

ing capacitance of 5000 KJ/C. This is a typical assumed effective

capacitance for the building loss coefficient, (UA), of 158 W/C.

The average annual deviation in predicted auxiliary energy

consumption was 1.27 GJ for the six locations. The worst compari-

son occurred in Albuquerque, New Mexico, where the annual differ-

ence was 1.92 GJ or 17.6 percent. Table 4.2 contains monthly values

for Albuquerque. It is seen that the differences in computed monthly

auxiliary energy use arise mainly in months where Qi is greater
in

than or approximately equal to L causing the building temperaturea

to rise above the heating set point. L was calculated by multiply-
a

ing the non-solar building loss coefficient by the degree-days for a

base temperature of 17.2 C.

At this point, it is tempting to compute a "solar fraction"

for the sunspace system. The ambiguity and hence the inaccuracy of

the term lies in defining the base load for the system. If the sun-

space is replaced by an adiabatic wall, the base load is simply L
a

However, no practical wall is truly adiabatic, and the most logical

base load is the building auxiliary heat requirement if the sunspace
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Figure 4.6
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were replaced by a wall similar to the rest of the building walls.

The "solar fraction" would then depend on the building construc-

tion. No "solar fraction" is defined in this thesis as the true

figure of merit is the life cycle saving (16) or energy use of the

sunspace system compared to a building of conventional construc-

tion.

However, for the example of Table 4.2, where the worst case

comparison of six locations between the design method and TRNSYS

results is presented, it is observed that the sunspace provides a

large portion of the heating requirement of the building. The de-

sign method does an adequate job of predicting the reduction in

annual auxiliary heating requirement. More importantly, effects of

changing the sunspace design can beevaluated.



Table 4.2

Comparison of Monthly Design Method and TRNSYS Simulation for Albuquerque, New Mexico

Design Method

Qin

4.79 GJ

3.95

3.42

3.14

3.42

4.25

3.92

26.89

Tb

5.88 C

7.55

9.12

9.78

8.24

7.20

7.63

DDb

0

33

218

259

137

14

0

661

Qaux

0.0 GJ

0.45

2.98

3.54

1.86

0.19

0.00

9.02

TRNSYS

Qaux Trm

0.18 GJ 23.16 C

0.94 18.74

2.96 17.43

3.61 17.24

1.95 18.30

1.25 19.24

0.05 22.52

10.94

Month

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

La

1.87 GJ

4.40

6.40

6.68

5.29

4.45

2.23

31.32

4S
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Chapter 5: Summary and Recommendations

5.1 Summary

The objectives of this study were to develop a TRNSYS sunspace

component, identify important parameters which govern sunspace per-

formance, and develop a simplified design procedure for predicting the

auxiliary heating requirements of a building with an attached sun-

space.

Chapter 2 describes the TRNSYS sunspace component. The model

is versatile and, when coupled with the many other TRNSYS compon-

ents, a wide variety of systems and configurations may be simulated.

The parametric studies of Chapter 3 identify the important

variables in determining sunspace performance. The studies also

illustrate the utility of the TRNSYS component and the numerous

possibilities for future work. One of the major conclusions of

Chapter 3 was: performance of sunspace systems with thermally con-

ductive common walls is not a strong function of venting air mass

flow rate.

This conclusion led to the development of a monthly-based design

method for sunspace systems with thermally conductive common walls.

The results of the design method compare closely to detailed TRNSYS

simulation results.

5.2 Recommendations

One of the main limitations of both the sunspace TRNSYS compon-

ent and subroutine RAD, used for calculating monthly average inci-

dent radiation, is that the geometric apportioning of beam radia-
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tion to the sunspace surfaces (see Section 2.2.3) assumes the sun-

space faces south (or north in the southern hemisphere). Devia-

tions of more than about 15 degrees in the azimuth angle, y, will

significantly affect the actual incident radiation values. If the

accurate apportioning of beam radiation to the sunspace surfaces is

to be maintained, modifying the computer routines would involve re-

defining 6, the angle of the solar beam radiation projected on the

plane of the sunspace wall (Equation 2.3.1 and Figure 2.4).

In addition, for large values of y, another assumption is more

problematic; namely, that the same amount of radiation which passes

into the sunspace through one glazed end surface passes out through

the other end glazing. The assumption is never strictly true, since

the angle of incidence for beam radiation entering the sunspace is

different for radiation passing through an end wall than for the

radiation which passes through one of the front glazings. This

leads to different transmitted radiation fractions. Yet, for a

south-facing sunspace, the largest errors in glazing transmittance

occur near sunrise and sunset when the radiation intensity is low,

therefore, the overall effect of the assumption is small. This

is not true if Y is large. The difference in glazing transmittance

should be included in formulating routines for non-south-facing

sunspaces. The more complex geometric beam radiation apportioning

needed for off-south orientations could easily include an option for

sunspace end walls which are opaque to solar radiation.
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The greatest limitation of the design method of Chapter 4 is

that the calculation of sunspace energy delivery is specific to un-

vented, thermally-conductive common wall systems. If the conductive

common wall is relatively thin (0.1 to 0.4 m), venting of the sun-

space air to the building does not have a significant effect on the

building auxiliary energy consumption. However, for thicker, ther-

mally massive and insulated common walls, the venting air mass flow

rate does effect the system performance. A simplified method of pre-

dicting the energy delivery of vented sunspace systems would greatly

enhance the utility of the design method, as many retrofit appli-

cations employ insulated common walls.

Another possible refinement of the design method is to include

the effect of building capacitance. This would enable more accurate

prediction of auxiliary energy consumption when the sunspace energy

delivery meets a large portion of the building load. Including

capacitance effects on a simplified monthly basis would most likely

involve use of a lumped "effective" building capacitance. Perhaps

relations between Tr - T and Q. /L could be developed for dif-
set in a

ferent values of building capacitance. Further work on establishing

relations which determine the value of effective capacitance would

be also helpful in this respect.

Section 3.3.5 touches briefly on the effect of sunspaces on

building summer cooling loads. Further work on cooling loads induced

by passive solar components, direct gain wrindows, and collector-

storage walls (as well as sunspaces), would enable designers of these
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systems to consider the total impact of these components on the

building.

Studies of combined passive systems would also be useful. A

direct gain window results in building energy gains when the sun

is shining. A collector-storage wall or a sunspace with a thermally

conductive common wall will delay the energy gains. A properly-

designed combined system could provide evenly distributed energy

delivery, which would alleviate overheating problems.

Finally, so-called "hybrid" solar energy systems should be

investigated. Hybrid systems couple the sunspace or collector-

storage wall to some sort of energy storage, such as a rock bed.

Heated air (vented from the solar component) can be diverted to

storage whenever energy gains exceed building load. The stored

energy can then be used to offset building heating loads during

periods of little or no sunshine.

Research concerning building-integrated solar energy compon-

ents should continue. Coupled with energy conservation measures

and other renewable energy technologies, passive solar components

have a strong potential for reducing our dependence on fossil

fuels.
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APPENDIX OF COMPUTER ROUTINES
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PARAMETERS

1.WALL HEIGHT (METERS)
2.WALL THICKNESS (METERS)
3oFLOOR LENGTH (METERS)
4.FLOOR THICKNESS (METERS)
5.SUNSPACE WIDTH (METERS)
6.HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM THE INTERSECTION OF GLAZING I GROUND

TO THE INTERSECTION OF THE GLAZINGS (METERS)
7.VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM THE FLOOR TO THE INTERSECTION

OF THE GLAZINGS (METERS)
B.NUMBER OF THICKNESS NODES IN THE WALL
9.NUMBER OF THICKNESS NODES IN THE FLOOR
1O.CONDUCTIVITY OF THE WALL (W/M-C)
11.CONDUCTIVITY OF THE FLOOR (W/M-C)
12.DENSITY-SPECIFIC HEAT PRODUCT OF THE WALL (KJ/M**3-C)
13.DENSITY-SPECIFIC HEAT PRODUCT OF THE FLOOR (KJ/M**3-C)
14*SOLAR ABSORBTIVITY OF THE WALL
15.INFRARED EMMITTANCE OF THE WALL
16.SOLAR ABSORBTIVITY OF THE FLOOR
17.INFRARED EMMITTANCE OF THE FLOOR
1B.NUMBER OF COVERS
194INFRARED EMMITTANCE OF THE GLAZING
20.EXTINCTION-THICKNESS COEFFICIENT OF THE GLAZING (PER SHEET)
21.REFRACTIVE INDEX OF THE COVER MATERIAL
22.R-VALUE OF THE COVER(S) (M**2-C/W)
23.R-VALUE OF THE GLAZING NIGHT INSULATION (M**2-C/W)
24.R-VALUE OF THE FLOOR INSULATION (M**2-C/W)
25.AIR CHANGE RATE (CHANGES/HOUR)
26.FRACTION OF GLAZING SURFACE WHICH IS OPAQUE TO SOLAR RADIATION
27.INITIAL TEMPERATURE OF MASS NODES
28.EFFECTIVE R-VALUE OF THE GROUND (M**2-C/W)
29.AVERAGE HEIGHT OF THE EXTRA THERMAL MASS CONTAINERS (METERS)
30.AVERAGE WIDTH OF THlE EXTRA THERMAL MASS CONTAINERS (METERS)
31.THERMAL MASS-SPECIFIC HEAT PRODUCT OF ADDITIONAL MASS (KJ/C)
32.SURFACE AREA OF ADDITIONAL THERMAL MASS (M**2)
33.SOLAR ABSORBTIVITY OF THE ADDITIONAL THERMAL MASS CONTAINERS
34.INFRARED EMMITTANCE OF THE ADDITIONAL THERMAL MASS CONTAINERS

INPUTS

1.CONTROL FUNCTION FOR VENTING MASS FLOW, 1*TO ROOM 0+NO VENTING
-1:TO AMBIENT

2.CONTROL FUNCTION FOR GLAZING NIGHT INSULATIONs O NOT USED lUIN PLACE
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3*GROUND TEMPERATURE (C)
4.AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (C)
5.ROOM TEMPERATURE (C)
6.OUTSIDE GLAZING TO AMBIENT CONVECTION COEFFICIENT (W/M**2-C)
7.HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT BETWEEN WALL AND ROOM INCLUDING RADIATION

(W/M**2-C)
8.CONVECTION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN FLOOR AND SUNSPACE AIR (W/M**2-C)
9.CONVECTION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN WALL AND SUNSPACE AIR (W/M**2-C)
IO.CONVECTION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN GLASS AND SUNSPACE AIR (W/M**2-C)
11.BEAM RADIATION INCIDENT ON UPPER GLAZING (KJ/M**2-HR)
12.DIFFUSE RADIATION INCIDENT ON UPPER GLAZING (KJ/M**2-HR)
13.BEAM RADIATION INCIDENT ON LOWER GLAZING (KJ/M**2-HR)
14.DIFFUSE RADIATION INCIDENT ON LOWER GLAZING (KJ/M**2-HR)
15.ANGLE OF INCIDENCE FOR UPPER GLAZING (DEGREES)
16.ANGLE OF INCIDENCE FOR LOWER GLAZING (DEGREES)
17.SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE (DEGREES)
1B.SOLAR AZIMUTH ANGLE (DEGREES)
19.VENTING AIR MASS FLOW RATE FROM ROOM OR AMBIENT (KG/HR)
20.RATE OF ADDING AUXILARY ENERGY'TO SUNSPACE AIR (KJ/HR)
21.CONVECTION COEFFICIENT FROM EXTRA MASS TO SUNSPACE AIR (W/M**2-C)

OUTPUTS

I.RATE OF ENERGY DELIVERY TO THE ADJOINING ROOM (KJ/HR)
2.RATE OF INTERNAL ENERGY STORED IN THE SUNSPACE (KJ/HR)
3.RATE OF SOLAR ENERGY PASSING THROUGH THE GLAZING (KJ/HR)
4.RATE OF SOLAR ENERGY ABSORBED BY THE WALL, FLOOR AND ADDITIONAL

THERMAL MASS (KJ/HR)
5*RATE OF HEAT LOSS TO AMBIENT (KJ/HR)
6.RATE OF ENERGY DELIVERY TO THE ROOM BY CONDUCTION (KJ/HR)
7.RATE OF ENERGY LOSS TO AMBIENT BY CONDUCTION THROUGH GLAZING (KJ/HR)
8.RATE OF ENERGY LOSS TO THE GROUND (KJ/HR)
9.TEMPERATURE OF THE SUNSPACE AIR (C)
1O.INSIDE GLAZING TEMPERATURE (C)
11.TEMPERATURE OF THE WALL SURFACE ON THE SUNSPACE SIDE (C)
12.TEMPERATURE OF FIRST INTERIOR WALL NODE (C)
IO+I.TEMPERATURE OF WALL OR FLOOR NODE I (C)
IO+NMN. TEMPERATURE OF BOTTOM FLOOR NODE (C)
11+NMN.TEMPERATURE OF EXTRA MASS NODE (C)
12+NMI.INTERNAL TIMESTEP (HR)
13+NMN.VENTING MASS FLOW RATE (KG/HR)
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C THIS TRNSYS SUEDROUTINE CALCULATES THE ENERSY F:LflS AND TEMPERATURES.
C FOR AN ATTACHED SUNSPACE,, FOR A LIST OF 'PARAMETERS.1 INPUTSP AND
C OUTPUTS OR A DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE COMPON1ENT Sl.-E D.'
C PARSONS MASTERS THESIS$ UNIVERSITY OF bWSCONSIN-MADIS3N, 19831,

SUBROUTINE TYPE37(TIMEXINOUTvT.PTDI'PARiINFO0)
COMMON ISIM/ TIME0~sTIMEFvDELI
DIMENSION XIN(21hYOUT(20),PAR(50),YINFO(1:0),

2 ROH(4)yDTDT(21)tDUMMY(4)
DATA $143MA1.20411C -06/RHO/1 .204/
DATA CP/1*012/AD1273*3/
IF(INFO(7)G.--*-1)OOTO 55

c SET PARAMETERS
XLW=PAR (1)
THW=F'AR(2)
XLrL~PAR(3)
THF=PAR (4)
WTHWAR (5)
HC=PAR(6)

NWLOWPAR (S)
NFL=PAR(9)
WJ =PAR( 10)
FK~PAR( 11)
RCPWF'PAR( 12)
RCPF-PAR( 13)

EIR(1 )-PAR( 15)
ES(2)--PAR( 16)
EIR(2)1:PAR(17)
NCOV 40IFIX(PAR(18D4 .1)

XKL PAR (20)
RIzPAR(21).
RGL'=PAR( 22)
RNI.4'AR(23)
RFIF'PAR(24)
RATEOMPAR (25)
SFRAC=PAR (26)
NFl =NWL+ I
NMN*"N4L +NFL
TIN=PAR(27)
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EIR(4) 'O
ES(0 0
NEMOWNMN
llF(INF0(4)*LT*29) GOTO 5
MEM -NMMfl
HTMOOPAR(29)
WDM,-PAR(30)
CAPX PAR(31)
XSA PAR(32)
EIR(4)OMPAR(34)
ES(4) --:PAR(33)
NSURm"4

5 CONTINUE
. .I NFO (6) AONEM4 12

C ItlITIALIZE AIR AND GLAZING TEMPS

''DO 10 I IYNEM
10 TM(I)":TIN -

XNC~FLOAT(NCOV)
TGLIOW(TM(I)*XNC+XIM(4))/(XNC+I*)
TSS*-(TM(l)l-TGLI)/2*
TGLO TGLI

C CALCULATION or SUNSPACE GEOMETRY
AFLf.WXl.FL*WTH
AWLM"XLW*WTH
VC."XLW--VG
HG XLFL-HC
XUG-*WS0RT(VC*t2fflC**2)
AUGm"XU0*WTfl
XLG SQRT (flG**2,1-VG**2)
ALGOMXLG*WTH,
XAR=VG*IIC4(HG*VGiHC*VC)/2#
AGL 2#*XARl-AUG-fALG
BETAWMO * 0
PK."l *5707963
IF(flC*6Tt0*)BETA"wATAN(VC/HC)
IF([iG*GT*O t-')J**Hl-w-ATAN(VG/HG)
NPAR 28
NINP-20
IF(NSUR*LE&3)GOTO 15
NPAR=34
NINP 21
Al-%A'TAN(VA/WDN)
A2*WATAN(VG/fJA)
A30wAT-AN(.flC/VA)

Iq PAII Tvrsrrv I I. Turn. ulrmf.%. UpArs. 1% 1%
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DXF.TffF/(NFL-1)
Hl*"*3*6*WK/DXW*AWL
H3.-3*6*FK/DXF*AFL
IF(RFItLE*0tANDoR6lktLE*00 WRITE(tY20)

20 FORMAT(' ERROR CHECK GROUND R--VALUE')
H4 3*6*AFL/(RFliRGP)
.CAPW4"DXW$RCPW*AWL

H12~RAI*E*XAR*WTH*RliO*CP
C CALCULATE VIEW FACTORS

DIA01- SORT(XLFL**,2fXLV**2)
IF(NSUR*EQt3) GOTO 25

VA XLW-HTM-VC,
D2t:SGRT(HA**21-VA**2)
D3.w.9QRT(flA**2+(VA+HTM)**2)
D4.-SQRT(VA**2+flC**2)
D5-"*SQRT((H64flA)**2+flTM**2)
D6-S0RT(WDM**2+(VA+VC)**2)
F(lyl)*m0&
F(2y2)::O#
F(41r4)-WO#l
F(,IY2)1*"(WDMiD5+D6+flTh--DlAGI-WDM--fiTM)/((VA+VC)*2*)
F(21l)-F(ls2)*(VA-1-VC)/(IiG+HA)
F.(IY3)-M(VA+VCi DIAGI--WDM--D5)/(2**,(VA+VC))'
F(3il) F(lo3);X(VA+VC)/(IXLG+XUG)
F(lP4)~lt-F(lv2)-F(lv3)
F(4ol) -*I:'(IY4)*(VA+VC)/(WDM+HTM)
F(2y3) (D3+DIABI- fITM-D6)/(2**(H6iHA))
F(312).-F(2y3)*(HG+,'-IA)/(XLGfXUG)
F(2y4).l,-r(2fl)-F(2y3)
F(3.4)~(D6+HTM+D5iWDM--HS--HA-VA--VC)/(2t$(XL64XUB))
F(4s3)*-"F(JP4)-*(XU641-XLG)/(WDMfl-ITM)

F(4s2)=F(,2,.v4)*(HG+HA)./(HTMfWDM)
FDU(,I) (XUGiVA+VC-D4)/(2#*XUG)
FDU(2).-(0JAGlfD3--D6 --l+TM!--XL6) / (2 o. *XUG)
FDU(4)~(D6+ilTM+D4--VA*'"VC--D3)/(2**XUG)
FDU(3),-"l t.--FDU(I)---FDU(2)--FDU(4)
FDL(l) (DIAGI+D4--DS--WDM-XUG)/(2#.*XLC)
FDL(2)-:,*(XLG-I-HOtHA--D3)/(2t*XLG)
FDL(4)..*(D3+DS+WDM-- D4--IiG-HA)/(2*$XLG),
FD,(-(3) l,,--FDL(l)--FDL(2)--FDL(4)
GOTO,30
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F(lir2,.) (XLW+XLFL-DIA61)/(2o,*XLW)
F(2sl).-I-'(lj2)*XLW/Xi.FL
F (I Y3)4ml *--F(1 v2)
F(3pl)*ftF(IP3)*Xt..W/(XUG+XLG)
F (2y3Y".1 #--F(2N I)
F(3s2)-.r(2y3)*XLFL/(XUGfXLG)
F(3v3).l,,,-F(3vl)-r(3s2)
FDU(I)=:(XUG-I-XLW --DIA02)/(XUG*2#)
FDU (2) (DIAG I +DIA62--XI..W--XLG)/ (2 **XUG)
f-DU ( 3),-l * -FDU ( I ) --l-*DU ( 2)
FDL(l) (DIAGI+DIA62--XUG-- XI.FL)/(2**,XLG)
FDL(2)-*(XLFL-iXLG---DIA62)/(2,.*XLG)-
FDL(3)"wlv--FDL(l.)-FDL(2)

C COMPUTE TRANSMITTANCE TO DIFFUSE Z REFLECTIVITY TO,9OLAR
30 ROHD~-l#

,TAUD*WTALF(NCOVY60#YXKLYRIYI,.sROlill)
ES(3) -:I --RGHD

C COMPUTE RtFLECTIVITY MATRICIES
DO 35 1--IsMSUR
DO 35 J--IYNSUR
RIR(IYJ)-..(EIR(J)--l,)*r(iti)
FHAT(IYJ)4000#0
RSR(IPJ)."(ES(J)---I+)*F(I.;J)
FHATS(IYJ)000#0
IF(lo.EG+J) RIR(IPJ)OwWRIR(IYJ)+l+

35 IF(I*EQ+..J) RSR(,lYJ) RSR(IJ)-l-l#
C CALCULATE FHATS I CONDUCTANCES

011 040 SIMUL(NSUR#RlRtDUMMYtl*OE--O6t-lj4)
D22""SIMUL(NSURYRSRYDUMMYtl*OE-06sr--;l.v4)
DO 45 1----tsMSUR
.DO 45 K~lYNSUR
DO 40 J IYNSUR
FHAT(IYK)GMFHAT(ItK)+RIR(IYJ)*F(JtK)

40 FtIA"TS(I$K).FtIATS(IYK),fRSR(Iij)*r(jK)
45 COND(IYK)aWEIR(I)*EIR(K)*FIIAT(IYK)*SIONA

ROH ( 1 )..* 1 *,--ES ( I
RIOH(2)~I--ES(2)
ROH (3):""ROHD

C SET INITIAL VALUES OF CONDUCTANCES FOR TINESTEP CHECK
TGLIA-TGLIfAD
TGLOA.@mTGLO+AB
TWA-TM(l)+AB
TAMRA""TAMB+AR
TFA.TM(Nri)-fAR

r O.rT tl,&PTbRl V rnUnllrTAMrVr-
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H16 0#
H 1710"0
IF(NSUR#LE#3) SOTO 50
TMA*,"'rN (MEN) 1-AB
RON (4) om 1 ES (4)
AWL*"(VAl-VC)*WTH

(HG+HA) *WTH
4."OXSA*3 # 6*X IN (21

H15-GMCOND(2p4)*AFL*(TFA**2+TNA**2)*(TFA+TNA)
H,160"COND(li4)*AWL*(TWA**2fTKA**2)*(TWA-kTRA)
H170MOCOND(3y4)*(AUC+ALG)*(TSLIA**2+TMA**2)*(TOLIA+IMA)

50 H5A..SIGMA*EIPN(3)*(rGLOA**2-1-TANBA**2)*(TGLOA+TANDA)*AGL
H5Bdw3*6*XIN(6)*AGL

1,F(RGL#GT#O) H5"ftl*/(l#/K5+RGL/(AGL*3#6))
li9-COND(li3)*AWL*(TWA**2fTGLlA**2)*(TWA+TGLIA)
HIO.m' COND(lv2)*AWL*(TW-A**2-ITFA**2)*(TWA+TFA)
H.11-CfONDU s 3) *AFL* (TFA**2 iTGLIA**2.)*(TFAfTGLIA)
.IF(RNI, NE#O#AND#XIN(2)*EG*1)H5=lo,/(lo/li5i[ Nl/(AGL*3*,6))

55 IF(lN17O(7),-GT,-0)GOTO 140
c BEAM RADIATION CALCULATIONS

DO 60 I=IYNSUR
RU(D 0#0

610 BUI)~OtO
TRAD.WXIN(11)iXIN(12)+XIN(13)+XIN(14)
IF(TRADoCToOtOO01*,AND*XlN(2)*LT*O,.S)60.TO 70
DO 65 lemlyNSUR

65 RAD(1)0"00*0
GOTO 125

7-0 CONT'INUE
TSE ATAN(TAN(XIN(17)/57*29578)*COS(X'IN(18)/57*29578)
IF (NSUR*LE.,.J) GOTO 100
IFUSE#NE.*900 GOTO 75
Bu(1)=1
BL(I)~VA/VG

GOTO 115,
75 ir(TSE.6T.O.) GOTO 85

ANGCKWOTSE41#5707693
BL (2)"o 1
BPl*mXLW/TAN(ANGCK,)
BP2."VG/TAN(ANGCK)-fHC
IF(ANGCKtGT#Al) SOTO 80
IF(BPI*LT#XLFL) THEN
Dili' 7% Cl %./I
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ENDI F
S010 115

80 IP3~HTH/TAN (AI4GCK) fUDI
BU(4)-iDP3i-BP)/(DP2,-DP1)
BU(3)00(DP2-XLFL)/(DP2J-BP1)

QOTO 115
85 CONTINUE

AN3CK*W1 #.5?07963-T-SE
BP1*-TAN( ANt3CK) *HC
BP2="TAN (ANGCK) *141i1Vf3
BP3=-TAN(ANOCK)tXLFL fVG
IF(TSE.LT*A3) SOTO 90,

BL ( 4) em1 *E-L ( 1) --BL ( 2)
GO0TO 115

90 IF(TSEoGT*A2) COTO 95
BL (2) ".1
BL(2)=-(tP1-BP2)/(BPI+VC)

BU( 1)=*,(VA+VC)/(BP1+VC)

GOO115

BL (1) 1 *-B 2

GOTO 115-

105 IF(TSEiGE.0#0) GOTO-110
AN0CK."TSh-f1 5707963
IF(ANGCKotE*PHI THEN
BU( 2) =1
EL(2)=il
ELSE
IPXLW/TAN(ANGCK)
IF(WP,0EXLI"L) TEN,
EU(3)=1,
ELSE
f%0-111-/TAN ( ANGCK)rV
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BU(2P::SIS/(SIS+OS)
BL(3)0S/(SIS+OS)
ENDI F
ENDIF
SOTO 115

110 FP.WtlC-VG*TAN(TSE)
IF(FP*LT*.010) THEN

B~L (1 )=FP/(FP4 XLFL)

ELSE
BL(2)om1
tJWPFP/TAN (TSE)
BU(2)4Jr/(4P+XLW)

END IVF
C CALCULATE-TRANSMITTANCE OF THE GLASS TO SOLAR.
115 TALFUhTALF()COVsXI(15)iXKUsRI,1tYROWI)

TALFL.TALF(NCOVuXIN(16) XKLYRIt1.0vROHID)
C COMPUTE TrOTAL INCIDENT SOLAR

DO 120 Io~bNSUR
120 RA'(I)=( (FDU(I)*XIN(12)*AUI3+FDL(I)*XIN(14)$ALG)*TAUD

2 U()AUXI(1)TLUILI)ALXL()TALt( ~FAC
125 CONTINUE

TRADP"Of
TRADtAB-06
OSRAD(4)z0*

C TOTAL RAt' INCIDENT A REFLECTED
ES(3) .::.0
DO 135,I=1l.NSUR
TRADV4TRADI+RAD( I)
SOSFHR~0.0
DO0 130 JOWINSUR

130 SOSFHR="SOSFHR +RAD(J)*ROH(J.)*F-HATS(J)~I)
OSRAD( I):.*ES( I)$(RADt( I)+iSQSFHR)

135 TRADAB=TRADAB+QSRAD (1)
C SET INPUT TEMPERATURES
140 TGR="XlN(3)

TAMDftfXIN(4)
TRM XIN(5)
ov=0to
QAMI:=0#

OR"MT=0
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GOL - 01,
C CHECK FOR EXTERNAL ITERATIONS

lF(INFO(7),,GTo0)'rflEN
DO 145 Im'"ItNEM

145 TM(I)=TI(l)
ELSE
DO 150 I~lvNEM

150 TI(I)-TM(l)
ENDIF
ff2"w3,-6*XIN(7)*AWL
H5B..3,6*xrN(6)*AGL.
,H6"XIN(10)*3*6*AGL.
H7=:XIN(9)*'3#6*AWL
H8~XIN(8),*3t6*AFLl ,.
IF(N5URoGTi.3) 1-114-X SA:*3#6*XIN(2.1)

C TIME STEP CHECK
CK1 -M&CAPW/2 # / 011 +H7+H9+141 1 +N16)
CK2*mCAPW/2,,/0ll 1-11112)
CK3.".CAPF/2*/(H3+tlB+fllOiKll+Hl5)
CK4 CAPF/2*/0131-H0
CK5"Wl
I.F(NSUR*GTt3) CK54MCAPX/(Hl5+Hl41H-l6+Hl7)
DThAX*mhIN(CKl#CK2*CK3*CK4#CK5)
NTS IFIX(DELTIDTMAXH)
DTMAX #DELT/17LOAT(NTS)
DO 225 ITS ItNTS
MCHECKOMMO

155 IF(NCHECK*GT,.20)GOTO 185
TSSOLD..: rss
TGLIA"TGLI+AR
TOLOA-TGLO+AB
TWA#mTh (I ) +AD
TAMDA-TAMD-fAB

..TFA#.OTM(NFI)+Ab-
C SET VARIABLE CONDUCTANCES

H5A-"SIGMA*EIR(3)*(TGLOA**2+TAMBA**2)*(TGL.OA+TAMDA)*AGL
H5""H5A 1413B
IF(RGLtGT*0) H5 400 l*/(l,./H5+RGL/(A6L*3a,6))
H9. COMD(IY3)*AWL*(TWA**2 t-TOLIA**2)*(TWA+TOLIA)
HIO..COND(ly2)*AWL*(TWA**2+TrA**2)*(TWA+Tl7A):
HII.O.COND(2i3)*ArL*(TFA**2fTGLIA**2)*(Tr-A+TGLIA)-
IF(RNItNE#O*ANDtXIN(2)*EG*l)H50 16/(It/ii5+RNI/(AGL*31,6))
IF(NSUR*E0*3) COTO 16,0
TM0TM(NEM)+AB
m i R=rnun i i, A i *,&r*i * I I Tr'A.LTMA
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160 AMDOT XIN(19)
H13 AMDOT*CP
IF(XIN(l)) 165475Y170

165 T%."TAMB

RM O
GOTO 180

170 TS. TRM
RM-1 1
EA~O
GOTO 180

175 TS..TSS
EA O
RM~O
AMDOT."O#

180 CONTINUE
C FIND GLASS &MEAN AIR TEMP,

F I am (1116 V+HB-1411 2*11 3+H1 4) /H6
F2.MH5+fl6+H9iHll+tfl7
F3*"H6---FI*F2
F4-*WH12+fl5*Fl
F5.417-1419V1
F6 H8+Hll*F1
.F.7.MH1:4+Hl7*Fl
TGLIOM-(TAMB*F4-1 TM(I)*F5+TM(HFI)*F6+TM(REM)*F7iTStHl3+XIN(20))/F3
TSS- (TGL1*F2-4l3*TAK8---N9*TH (1) -41111 *TM (NFI) 7*TM (NEM) /"6
Q6LIq"H5*(TGLI-7AKB)
TGL0."TGL1---QGLI*RGL/(3*6*AGL)
N.CHECK&WNCHECK+l
D'TAIR:_TSS0LD--TSS
1F(ADS(DTA1R)#GT#0#01)G0T0 155

185 TO=TSS
C. CALCULATE HEAT FLUXES

OV Hl3*(TS&--T(.3
.QAMB~(OGLI+iII2*(TSS-TAMD)+QV*EA)/NTS- DAMB
QRMCH.2* (TM (NWL) --'TRM) /MTS+QltMC
ORMT-(H2*(TM(NWL)--TRM)+@V*RM)/RTS+QRMT
0GR '1110 (TH (NMN),-- TOR) /NTS I-OGR
QGL.ft*H5*(T.GLI-TAMB)/NTS+Q6L-
ODTDT(l).W&(GSRAD(I)+(TM(2)-TH(l))tHl+(TGLI-TM(l))*fl9+,(TH(NFI)--IM(l)
2 )*H10 -1-(TSS--TM(l))*1-17,1-HI6*(TH(NEM)--TM(1)))
IF(NSUR#GT#3) ODTDT(NEM)=tII4*(TSS-TM(NEM))+tII5*-

2 (TM(NFIY--TH(NT..'M))+ 1-110(TH(l) --TH(NEM))+ ()SRAD(4) f It'll 7*(TGLI --TH(NEM))
NMI~NWL--l
nn 401% T.01-kIU4
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ODTDT(Nri)..((Th(l)-TM(NFI))*HlO+(TSS--TH(NFI))*tlB,4-(7(3LI-TM(Nf-*I))
2 *Hl If (TH(NFI-1-1) ---*fK(NFI)) *il3l-IISIZAD(2)-l-l-llS*(Tti(NEM)---TH(NFI)

NFF. NNN- 1
.DO 195 1---NFIf1vNFF

195 ODTDT(1)40.(7M(I--I)fTM(1+1)-2**TM(I))t.H3
QDrDT (NNN) (TOR-IM (NHN) ) *H41 (TM(Nrr) ---TM (NMN) *H3)

C CALC MEW TEMPERATURES OF MASS NODES
V7(T-TNE,,EQ+T1ME0) GOTO 210
TM(l) TM(1)40DTDT(I)*DTHAX*2+/CAPW
DO 200 1:::2vNWL--l

200 TM(I)~TM(1)4QDTDT(1)*bTMAX/CAPW
TH(NWL).-TM(NWL)-fUDTDT(NWL)*DTMAX*2+/CAPW
TM(NFI)..TM(NFI)4-ODTDT(NFI)*DTMAX*2+/CApr
DO 203

205 TM(I) TM(I)+GDTDT(I)*DTMAX/CAI"F'
TH(NMN) TH(NMN)I-GDTDT(UMN)*DTHAX*2s./CAPF
IF(NSUR+GT*3) TM(NEM) TM(NEM)-IUDTDT(NEM)*I)THAX/CAPX

210 OST, O +
.DO 220 1~1vNEM

220 0ST*QSTfQDTDTQ)
QSTORE 0STOREfQST/NTS,

225 CONTINUE
C SET OUTPUTS

OUT(1)f-"QRhT
OUT(2) QSTORE
OUT(3) TRADI
OUT(4) TRADAB
OUT(5)_QAhB
0UT(6)~0RMC
OUT(7).WQGL
00(8) OGR
OUT(9)--To
OUT(10) TUI
DO 230 I=lYNEH_

230 OUT(1044).00TH(I)
OUT (I l+NEH) -MODTHAX
OUT(12+NEM)~AMDOT
RETURN
-END
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Function SIMUL

Call statement

D = SIMUL (NA,X,EPS,INDICNRC)

Passed Arguments

N: number of rows in matrix A

A: coefficient matrix

X: solution vector

EPS: tolerance for a singular matrix

INDIC: control function

< 0 compute inverse of A in place

0 solve augmented matrix of N x N + 1

;0 solve the system but don't invert A

NRC: dimension of matrix A

Returned Arguments

D: determinant of the matrix

Program is taken from Applied Numerical Methods by Carnahan,

Luther and Wilkes, Wiley, New York (1969).
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FUNCTION SMLNA'vES1bCNC

MAX=N
IF(INDIC*GE.O) AX"N+l
IFNMiLE*50) 60 TO 5
1RITE(*P2OO)
SItULJL00
RETURN

5 DETER-*I.

KM 18 K1,

PIVOT""00

DO 11 J1,N

IF(K;dE0*1) (30 TO 9

DO 8 JSCANIh1KM1

IF(ItEO-IROW(ISCAN) ) 60 TO 11
IF,(Js.EQJCOL.(JSCAN) ) 630 TO 11

a CONTINUE,
9 IF .(AB8(A(IPJ))#LE#A}BS(PIVOT) )60 TO 11

PIVI3T=A(I 'J)
IROW(K)""I
JCOL (K) 94J

11 CONTINUE
IF(ABS(PIVOT)d3T#E'S) 6O TO 13
SIMUL:0,
RETURN

13 IWW'"KIROW(K)
JCOLKJCOL (K)
DE V*ER="DETER*PIVOT
DO 14 J 1YMAX-

14 A(IROIWKYJ)-A(IRO14KYJ)/PIVOT
A( IROWKY JCOLK)=1 .+/PIVCJT
DO 13, I:;1,N
AIJCK=A(IYJCOLK)
IF(I.EQ.tIROI4K) 60 TO 18
A(IvJCOLK)"" -AIJCK/PIVOT
DO 17 J-*1vNAX

17 IF(J#NE#JCOLK) A(hJ)SA(IJ)-AIJCKtA(IROWKs.J)
18 CONEINUE

DO 20 I0-ItN
IROt4IOIRO4( I)
JCOLl"WJCOL( I)
JORD( fTROnJ TI -) trilI
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IN fCH&

DO 22 I=1d4111

DO 22 J IPIYN
IE(JORD(J)A3GEJ0R'(I)) 430 TO 22
JTEMP : WJORJ3(J)
JORD(J)=JORt( I)
JORD (1)I=JTEMP
I HTCH. I NTCH+ I

22 CONTI[NUE
IF (INTCH/2*2*NE#.INTCH) tETEW.-ttETER
IF(INDICtLE*O) 00 TO 26
SI KULWt'ETER
RETVURN

26 DO 28 J4"I1N
0O 27 1 IFN~
IROIIIRO4( I)
JCOLL."JC0L (I)

27 Y(JCOLI)=A(1ROWIPJ)

28 A(IYJ)=Y(I)
DO 30 I":l#N
DO 29 J=IPN
IROWJ*WTROW (J)
JCOLJ=JCOL (J)

29 Y(IROt4J)-A(LPJCOLJ)
DO 30 J~IPN

30 A(IPJ)=Y(J)
SI MUL""DETER
RErUJRN

20Q FORMAT('N TOO P143')
END
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Subroutine RAD

Call Statement:

Call RAD (MN,H,ALATAZMTHRHONG ,RIXKL ,HGT,WDHOR,VER,

XLN, RAD I, XKT, RBARV ,RN , GN)

Passed Arguments:

MN: month

2
H: monthly average daily horizontal radiation (KJ/m 2)

ALAT: latitude (degrees)

AZMTH: Azimuth, as written must be zero

RHO: ground reflectance

NG: number of glazing sheets

RI: refractive index of the glazing

XKL: extinction coefficient of the glazing (per sheet)

HGT: sunspace wall height (m)

WD: sunspace floor width (m)

HOR: horizontal distance from the wall to the intersection
of the glazing planes (m)

VER: vertical distance from the floor to the intersection
of the glazing planes (m)

XLN: sunspace width (m)

Returned Arguments:

RADI: matrix with incident radiation values for the
monthly average day (KJ)

1: wall 2: floor 3: glazing

XKT: monthly average daily clearness index

RBARV: ratio of daily incident radiation on a vertical

surface to that on a horizontal surface
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Subroutine RAD (continued)

RN: ratio of incident radiation on a vertical surface
to that on a horizontal surface at noon of the
average day

GN: intensity of radiation on a vertical surface at
noon of the average day (KJ/m2 )

Uses subroutine TALF
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C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MONTHLY AVERAGE RADIATION ON THE TtO
C SUNSPACE GLAZING SURFACES AND THE AMOUNT OF THIS RADIATION THAT
C STRICKS THE WALL AND THE FLOOR OF THE SUNSPACE. THE RADIATION IS
C BROKEN INTO BEAM AND DIFFUSE COMPONENTS AND SEPERATE GLAZING TRANS-
C MITTANCES ARE USED. FOR INFORMATION ON THE TILTED RADIATION AND THE
C MONTHLY AVERAGE TRANSMITTANCES, SEE KLIEN, 'AN ALGORYTHM FOR
C CALCULATING MONTHLY-AVERAGE RADIATION ON INCLINED SURFACES' AND
C 'CALCULATION OF THE MONTHLY-AVERAGE TRANSMITTANCE-ABSORBTANCE
C PRODUCT RATIO'y SOLAR ENERGY

SUBROUTINE RAD(MNHALATAZMTHRHONGRI XKL
2 ,HGTWDHORVERXLNRADIXKTRBAR3,RNGN)
DIMENSION DAY(12),FDU(3),FDL(3),BU(3),BL(3)y
+ GBRAD(3) HBRAD(3),HDRAD(3),RADI(3)
DATA DAY/17+,47+,75+.I05.,135+,I62.,198.,228.,258.,288.,
1 318.y344*/
DATA RDCONV/0.0174533/,PI/3.1415927/
DATA IDELT/12/,SC/4871./

C+
AFL=WD*XLN
AW=HGT*XLN
VC=HGT-VER
HC=WD-(WD-HOR)
XUG=SRT(VC**2+HC**2)
AUG=XUG*XLN
XL(G=SQRT((WD-HOR)**2+VER**2)
ALGXLG*XLN
XAR=VER*HC+((WD-HOR)*VER+HC*VC)/2.
AGL=2+*XAR+AUG+ALG
BETA=0+0
PHI=1+570796
IF(HCJGT.O+)BETA=ATAN(VC/HC)
IF(HOR.LT.WD)PHI=ATAN(VER/(WD-HOR))
SLOPEI=0.0
SLOPE2=1*570796/RDCONV
IF(HC.GT+.00) SLOPEI=ATAN(VC/HC)/RDCONV
IF((WD-HOR).GT..O) SLOPE2=ATAN(VER/(WD-HOR))/RDCONV
SLOPE 3=90.
DECL = 23.45*SIN((284.+DAY(MN))/365.*2.0*PI)
DECL = SIGN(AMINI(ABS(DECL),89.0-ABS(ALAT)),DECL)
COSLPI = COS(SLOPEI*RDCONV)
SINSLI =oSIN(SLOPEI*RDCONV)
COSLP2 COS(SLOPE2*RDCONV)
SINSL2 = SIN(SLOPE2*RDCONV)
COSLP3 COS(SLOPE3*RDCONV)
SINSL3 = SIN(SLOPE3 *RDCONV)
IF(ABS(AMOD(AZMTH,90.0)) .LT. 0.001) AZMTH =AZMTH + 0.001
COSAZM = COS(AZMTH*RDCONV)
S1NAZM = SIN(AZMTH*RDCONV)
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TANAZM =SINAZM/COSAZM
SINLAT SIN(ALAT*RDCONV)
COSLAT= COS(ALAT*RDCONV)
TANLAT =-SINLAT/COSLAT
SINDEC SIN(DECL*RDCONV)
COSDEC COS(DECL*RDCONV)
TANDEC SINDEC/COSDEC
COSWS -TANDEC*TANLAT
WS ACOS(COSWS)
SINWS = SIN(WS)
ECC= 1.0+O033*COS(2.0*PI*DAY(MN)/365.)
HO = 24oO/PI*ECC*SC*(COSLAT*COSDEC*SINWS+WS*SINLAT*SINDEC)
H = AMINI(HfHO)
XKT = H/HO

C ERDS MONTHLY-AVERAGE NON-SEASONAL DIFFUSE CORRELATION
DRF=1.317-3.023*XKT+3.372*XKT*XKT-1.769*XKT*XKT*XKT
A = 0.409+0o5016*SIN(WS-1.047)
B = O.6609-0*4767*SIN(WS-1.047)
DIAGI=SORT(WD**2+HGT**2)
DIAG2-SQRT(HC**2+VER**2)

C VIEW FACTORS FOR DIFFUSE RADIATION -OLD DFRACT
FDU(I)=(XUG+HGT-DIAG2)/(XUG*2*)
FDU(2)=(DIAGI+DIAG2-HGT-XLG)/(2o*XUG)
FDU(3)=1.-FDU(1)-FDU(2)
FDL(i)=(DIAGI+DIAG2-XUG-WD)/(2.*XLG)
FDL(2)=(WD+XLG-DIAG2)/(2,*XLG)
FDL(3)=I.-FDL(1)-FDL(2)

C. THE A AND B COEFFICIENTS ARE FOR A CURVE FIT TO THE HOURLY
C. TO DAILY TOTAL RADIATION GIVEN BY COLLARES-PEREIRA AND RABL*
C+ DETERMINE RECIEVER VIEW FACTORS AND TRANSMITTANCE-ABSORPTANCE
C+ PRODUCT RATIOS FOR DIFFUSE AND GROUND REFLECTED RADIATION
C FLAT PLATES

FSKY1 = (1.+COSLPI)/2.
FONDI = (I*-COSLP1)/2.
ROHD=-1.
TADR =TALF(NG,60.,XKLRIIROHD)
FSKY2 (I+COSLP2)/2.
FGND2 (1.-COSLP2)/2.
FSKY3 = (I.+COSLP3)/3.
FGND3 (1.-COSLP3)/3.

8 DELT = 2.*WS/FLOAT(IDELT)
HRSTP=DELT*12.fPI

0B = 0.
HD 0.
HBTT1 = 0
IHBTI = 0.
HI3TT3 = 0.
HBT3 = 0.
HBTTAI = 0.
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RBBARI 0O.
TABARI = Of
HBTT2 0.
HBT2 0.
HBTTA2 0.
RBBAR2 =f?
TABAR2 0.
IFLAG=O
DO 73 I=i,3

73 HBRAD(I)O.O
IF(WS *LT. 0.0001) GO TO 110
OMEGA = WS + DELT/2.

Cf DETERMINE BEAM RADIATION COMPONENTS USING NUMERICAL

Ct INTEGRATION OVER AN AVERAGE DAY
DO 75 J ="IIDELT
OMEGA = OMEGA DELT

74 IF(IFLAG°EQI) OMEGA=0.
COSHR = COS(OMEGA)
SINHR = SIN(OMEGA)

COSTZ = COSLAT*COSDEC*COSHR+SINLAT*SINDEC
IF(COSTZ *LT. 0.0001) GO TO 75

C. COSTZ IS THE COSINE OF THE ANGLE OF BEAM RADIATION INCIDENT

C. ON A HORIZONTAL SURFACE
C+

SINTZ = SIN(ACOS(COSTZ))
SAZMow 0.0
IF(SINTZ .LT. 0.0001) GO TO 10
SINSZM = COSDEC*SINHR/SINTZ
SAZM ASIN(SINSZM)/RDCONV

C DETERMINE IF THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE SOLAR AZIMUTH
C IS GREATER THAN 90 DEGREES BY COMPARING THE HOUR
C ANGLE WITH THE HOUR ANGLE AT WHICH THE SOLAR AZIMUTH IS
C +1- 90 DEGREES

CWEW = TANDEC/TANLAT
CWEW = SIGN(AMINI(ABS(CWEW),I.),CWEW)
WEW = PI
IF(ALAT*(DECL-ALAT) .LE* 0.0) WEW = ACOS(CWEW)

IF((ABS(OMEGA)-ABS(WEW))*ALAT*(DECL-ALAT) .LE. 0+)
f SAZM = SIGN(10.,SAZM) - SAZM

C FLAT PLATES
10 COSTTI = COSTZ*COSLPI+SINTZ*SINSL1*COS((SAZM-AZMTH)*RDCONV)

COSTT2 = COSTZ*COSLP2+SINTZ*SINSL2*COS((SAZM-AZMTH)*RDCONV)
COSTT3 = COSTZ*COSLP3+SINTZ*SINSL3*COS((SAZM-AZMTH)*RDCONV)
IF(COSTTI .LT. 0.0001) GO TO 70
THETAI = ACOS(COSTTI)/RDCONV
TABRI = TAFNHTIXKIIOD

70 RB1I= AMAXI(COSIT/COSTZ,0.0)
IF(COSTT2 .LV. 0.0001) GO TO 71
THETA2 = ACOS(COSTT2)/Rt'CONV
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TABR2 04.TALF(NGyTHETA2yXKLtRIy1.iROHD)
71 RB2 AiAX(COSTT2/COSTZy0#0)

RB3 AMAX1(COSTT3/COSTZY0.0)
RDIF fPI/240*(COSHiR-COSWS)/(SINWS-WS*COSWS)
IF (RDIF.LT.0*0) RDIF 0+0
RT =RE'IF*(A+s*COSHR)

IF tRT.LT.Q.0) RT 0#
GD - RDIF*t'RF
OB -(RI-GD),

Co REIF ISTHE AVERAGE HOURLY TO DAILY DIFFUSE RADIATION RATIO+,
C+ RT IS THE AVERAGE HOURLY TO DAILY TOTAL RADIATION RATIO

GBTI -GBRB
GBcTTA1 GBTI*TABRI
H1BTTI =HITTI+GBTI

HEBT1 =HBT1+GIBT1
HBETTAl =HBTTAI+GBTTAI

GEIT2 =-13E*RB2

GEBTTA2 GBT2*TAE'R2
HIBTT2 =HB'TT2+GBT2
HtPT2 "HBT2+GB~T2
HBTTA2 -HBTTA2+GBTTA2
GiBT3-GEB*RtC3
HBTT3 =HBTT3+GBT3
HtBT3=HBT3+GtBT3
HP IHP + GB

H t, HD + GD
*TSE=ATAN( (SINTZ/COSTZ)*COS(SAZM*RDCONV))
DO 1950 1=1,3
BU(I )=0.0

1950 EBL(I)~0.0
IV"(TSE*GE*0*0) GOTO 2100
ANOCK="TSE+I .5707963
IF (ANGCK.GE*PHI )THEN
BU(2)=I.
BL (2) =1.
ELSE
WP=HiGT/TAN (ANGCK)
IF(WP*GE*WD) THEN

ELSE
CF=VER/TAN (ANGCK)
OS=CP- (WD-HOR)
Is=sWtVI4F

BU(2)=MSIS/(SIS+OS)
ril 11 7 %_OSI(IS+OS)Ir~%
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IF(FP*LTtO*O) THEN
FP~-FP
BUM.."i +
BL(I)-FP/(FP+WD)

ELSE
BL (2).Wl +
WP-FP/TAN(TSE)
BU(2)OMWP/(WP+HGT)
Bu(l)-.I+-BU(2)
ENDIF

22.00 DO 72 I IY3
OBRAD(l) GBTTA1*BU(I)*AU6+BBTTA2*BL(I)*ALG

72 HBRAD(I)~HBRADQ)+GBRADQ)
IF(IFLAGoEQ+i) GOTO 130

75 CONTINUE
C+
110 IF(HB *GTt 0+) RBBARI 4*0 HBTTI/HB

RBAR1 ow (I#O-DRF)*RBBAR1+DRF*(I++COSLP1)/2++RHO*(I*-COSLPI)/2+
HTI H*RBARI
IF(HT1 tGT* 0+) TABARI (HBTTA1.+ HD*FSKYI*TADR
+ + RHO*(HB+HD)*FGNDI*TADR)/(HBTI+HD*FSKYI+RHO*(HB+HD)*FGNDI)
IF(HB *GT.+ 0+) RBBAR2 HBTT2/HB
RBAR2 am (1*0-DRF)*RBBAR2+DRF*(I*+COSLP2)/2++RHO*(I+-COSLP2)/2+
IF(HB *GT+ 0+) RBBAR-3 = HBTT3/HB
RBAR3 (I+O-DRF)*RBBAR3+DRF*(I++COSLP3)/,2++RHO*(I*-COSLP3)/2+
HT2 H*RBAR2
IF(HT2 +GT* 0+) TABAR2 (HBTTA2 + HD*FSKY2*TADR

RHO*(HB+HD)*FGND2*TADR)/(HBT2+HD*FSKY2+RHO*(HB+H.D)*FGND2)
HDSI=DRF*FSKYI+RHO*FGND1
HDS2~DRF*FSKY2+RHO*FGND2
DO'.120 I ls3
HBRADM HBRAD(l)*HRSTP
tiDRAD(I)-TADR*(HDS1*FDU(I)*AUG+HDS2*FDL(I)*ALG)

120 RADI(I)~(HBRAD(I)+HDRAD(I))*H
IFLAG-1
GOTO 74

130 CONTINUE
RN-(BBT3+GD*FSKY3+RT*RHO*FGND3)/RT
ON-RN*RT*H
RETURN
END
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Function TALF

Call Statement

TAUALF = TALF (NTHETA, XKL ,REFRINALPHA, RHOD)

Arguments

N: number of glazing covers

THETA: angle of incidence

XKL: extinction coefficient of the glazing (per sheet)

REFRIN: refractive index of the glazing

ALPHA: surface solar absortance, for computation
of the transmittance only; set equal to 1

RHOD: reflectivity of the glazing to diffuse radiation.
If RHOD <, 0 the function will compute RHOD using

an angle of incidence of 60 degrees.

Function TALF is taken from TRNSYS (10).
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FUNCTION TALF(NTHETAXKLREFRINALPHARHOD)
DIMENSION R(2),T(2),RHO(2),TAU(2),REF(2)

C. THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM CALCULATES THE TRANSMITTANCE-ABSOPRTANCE
C, PRODUCT FOR A SOLAR COLLECTOR WITH N COVERS, A REFRACTIVE INDEX
C. REFRIN, A KL VALUE OF XKL, AND A FLAT BLACK ABSORBER SURFACE. THE
C. INCIDENT RADIATION IS AT AN ANGLE THETA. FOR THE FIRST CALL TO THIS
C. FUNCTION BY EACH UNIT, RHOD MUST BE LESS THAN ZERO.

DATA PI/3,1415927/
IF(N.GE.I) GO TO 5
TAUALF=ALPHA
RETURN

5 IF(RHOD.GT.0.) GO TO 40
THETAI PI/3.

10 THETA2=ASIN(SIN(THETAI)/REFRIN)
R(1 )=SIN(THETA2-THETAI)
R(2)=SIN(THETA2+THETAI)
T(1)=R(1)/COS(THETA2-THETA1)
T(2)=R(2)/CDS(THETA2+THETAI)
RHO(1)=R(1)*R(1)/R(2)/R(2)
RHO(2)=-T(1)*T(1)/T(2)/T(2)

TABS=EXP(-XKL/COS(THETA2))
DO 30 J=I,2
T(J)=TABS*.(I1-RHO(J))**2/(1,-TABS*TABS*RHO(J)*RHO(J))
R(J)=RHO(J)*(1.+TABS*T(J))
TAU(J)=T(J)
REF(J)=R(J)
IF(N.EQ.1) GO TO 30
DO 20 I=2,N
TAU(J)=TAU(J)*T(J)/(I.-REF(J)*R(J))
REF(J)=REF(J)+TAU(J)*TAU(J)*R(J)/(1.-REF(J)*R(J))

20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

IF(RHOD+GT.0+) GO TO 50
C++INITIALIZE RHOD.

RHOD=(REF(1)+REF(2))/2.
40 THETA1=THETA*PI/180.

IF(THETAI.LT.0.001) THETAI=0.001
GO TO 10

50 TALF=(TAU(1)+TAU(2))/2.*ALPHA/(I.-(I.-ALPHA)*RHOD)
RETURN
END
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Subroutine TWBAR

Call Statement:

Call TWBAR (HGT,WD,HOR,VERXLN,NG,RIXKL,RGL,SFRAC,EGL,
EWL, EFLTHW, THF, CNW, CNF ,RGR, ESWESF ,HS ,HRHA,AIRCH,
RADI, TABARTGRBARTRMBAR,TWNS ,XLS,TWLBARQINABWL,
ABFL)

Passed Arguments:

HGT: sunspace wall height (m)

WD: sunspace floor width (i)

HOR: horizontal distance from the wall to the inter-
section of the glazing planes (m)

VER: vertical distance from the floor to the inter-
section of the glazing planes (m)

XLN: length of the sunspace (m)

NG: number of glazing sheets

RI: refractive index of the glazing

XKL- extinction coefficient of the glazing (per sheet)

RGL: R-value of the glazing system (M2-C/W)

SFRAC: fraction of the glazing planes which is opaque
to solar radiation

EGL: infrared emittance of the glazing system

EWL: infrared emittance of the wall

EFL: infrared emittance of the floor

THW: wall thickness (m)

THF: floor thickness (i)

CNW: wall thermal conductivity (W/m-C)

CNF: floor thermal conductivity (W/m-C)
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Subroutine TWBAR (continued)

RGR: R-value from the bottom of the floor to the
ground (m -C/W)

ESW: wall solar absorbtance

ESF: floor solar absorbtance

HS: convection coefficient from the glazing, wall and
floor to the sunspace air (W/m2 -C)

HR: heat transfer coefficient from the wall to the
building (W/m

2-C)

HA: convection coefficient from the glazing to ambient
(W/m2-C)

AIRCH: sunspace infiltration air changes per hour

RADI: matrix with incident radiation values for the
monthly average day (KJ)

1: wall 2: floor 3: glazing

TABAR: monthly average ambient temperature (C)

TGRBAR: monthly average ground temperature (C)

TRMBAR: monthly average building temperature (C)

Returned Arguments:

TWNS: monthly average wall temperature if solar
radiation equals zero (C)

XLS: heating load on the building due to the sunspace
if solar radiation equals zero (KJ/day)

TWLBAR: monthly average wall temperature (C)

QIN: monthly average sunspace energy delivery (KJ/day)

ABWL: monthly average solar radiation absorbed by the
wall (KJ/day)
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Subroutine TWBAR (continued)

ABFL: monthly average solar radiation absorbed by the
floor (KJ/day)

TWBAR uses subroutines: TALF, FHAT, GAUSS.
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SUBROUTINE TWBAR(HGTYWDfHORiVERYXLNYNGtRIYXKLYRGLYSFRACYEGL
YEWLiEFLPTHWPTHFiCOWiCNFtRGRYESWPESF#HSYHRYHAPAIRCHt.RADI
tTABARtTGRRARYTRMBARfTWNSPXLStTWLBARtQINtABWLI'ABFL)

DIMENSION FHATS(3p3)YRADI(3)iGSRAD(3)YES(3)tROH(3)PEI(3)
2 YFHATI(3v3)PA(20v20)
DATA WKJDCV/86*4/YSIG/5*67E-08/
AZMTH*m0*0
ES(l)"WESW
ES(2)~ESF
ROND-*"-- I
'TAUD"OTALF(NGY60#,tXKLtRltl*PROHD)
ES(3)00-1*-ROHD
DO 15 Ift"IY3

15 ROH(l) 4w 1*-ES(l)
GLLOW""SQRT(VER**2+(WD-HOR)**2)
OLUP.V"SORT((HOT-VER)**2+HOR**2)
ENDUMHOR*VER+0#5*HOR*(HGT-VER)4-0*5*VER*(WD-HOR)
AOL"O(GLLOW+GLUP)*XLN+2**END
CALL FHAT(HGTtWDYGLLOWtGLUPPEStFHATS)
EI(1)"WEWL
EI(2)mftEFL
EI(3)40%EGL

C INITIALIZE 4TBAR**3 FOR ALL IR+ClS
TB84"1*08EO8

TB7 4m TB8

TGL 300*
TAIR* TGL
TFL*mTGL
TWL~TGL
C6 HS*WKJDCV*AGL
C50ftHS*WKJDCV*WD*XLN
C4""HS*WKJDCV*HGT*XLN
CI"OWKJDCV/(I*/(HR*HGT*XLN)+THW/(CNW*HGT*XLN))
CIOMMAIRCH*END*XLN*1*204*1,,012.*24
C2"ftWKJDCV/(THF/(CNF*WD*XLN)+RGR/(WD*XLN))
CALL FHAT(HOT#WDrOLLOWYOLUPYEIYFHATI)
TA=TABAR+273+
TRMOIWTRMBAR+273#
TGR=TGRBAR+273+
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DO 76 1 1 Y,3
76 QSkADM.00*0
78 DO 80 11 lyll
C TEMP DEPENDENT C'S

CSOWEI(3)*EI(2)*(GLLOW+GLUP)*XLN*FHATI(3i2)*TBB*SIG*WKJDCV
C9""EI(3)*EI(I)*(GLLOW+OLUP)*XLN*FHATI(3tl)*TB9*SIG*WKJDCV
HIROMEI(3)*SIG*TB3
HTOTft&HA+HIR
C30WAOL/(RGL+1*/HIOT)*WKJDCV
C7*MEI(I)*EI(2)*WD*XLN*FHATI(2tl)*TB7*SIO*WKJDCV
A(lyl)om-(C3+C6+CB+C9)
A(IY2)"PC6
A(IP3)=CB
A(IY4)*MC9
A(IY5)---C3*TA
A(2pl)"WC6
A(2t2)--(C4+CS+C6+CIO)
A(2v3)""CS
A(2t4)-C4
A(2#5)00-ClO*TA

A(3v2)fMC5
A(3y3)0"-(C2+C5+C7+C8)
A(3t4)=C7
A(3t5)40-QSRAD(2)-C2*TGR
A (4 t I) l".C9
A(4y2)""C4
M40)'""C7
A(4t4)""-(CI+C4+C7+C9)
A(4t5)---QSRAD(l)-CI*TRM
CALL 6AUSS(4t5YA)
TGL=A(IY5)
TAIR.".A(2y5)
,TFLOWA ( 3 r 5)
TWLNSMA(4t5)
TGLOOMTGL-CI*RGL/(AOL*WKJDCV)*(TGL-TA)
TB30ft(TOLO**2+TA**2)*(TGLO+TA)
TBSqw.(TGL**2+TFL**2)*(TGL+TFL)
TB9""(TOL**2+TWLN**2)*(TGL+TWLN)
TB74m(-TWLN**2+TFL**2)*(TWLN+TFL)
IF(ABS(TWLN-TWL)*LT*0*001)GOTO 85

80 TWLNWTWLN
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85 QlNft"Cl*(TWL-TRM)
TOLBAR q" TGL-273#
TSSBAR~TAIR-273*
TFLBARNOTFL-273,o
TWLBAR"ftTWL-2734,
ABWL~QSRAD(l)
ABFL"WQSRAD(2)
IF(0SRAD(I)*GT*0*0)IRETURH
XLSOMCI*(TRM-TWL)
TWNSOMTWLBAR
DO 35 I~IP3

35 RADI(I)4ADI(I)*(l#-SFRAC)
ES(3) oto
DO 75 IWMIY3
SQSFHR 0*0
DO 70 Jowlt3

70 SQSFHR.MSQSFHR+RADI(J)*ROH(J)*FHATS(JiI)
75 OSRAD(I)OWES(I)*(RADI(I)+SOSFHR)

GOTO 78
END
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Subroutine FHAT

Call Statement:

Call FRAT (XLW,XLFLXLGXUG,ES,FHATS)

Passed Arguments:

XLW: height of the wall (m)

XLFL: width of the floor (m)

XLG: length of the lower glazing (m)

XUG: length of the upper glazing (m)

ES: a matrix containing the emittance (or absorbtance)
of the surfaces

1: wall 2: floor 3: glazing

Returned Arguments:

FHATS: a 3x3 matrix containing the F values
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SUBROUTINE FHAT(XLWYXLFLPXLGYXUG#EStFHATS)
DIMENSION ES(3)tFHATS(3t3)tF(3y3)tRSR(3t3)PRSRIV(3t3)
DIAGI=SQRT(XLFL**2+XLW**2)
F(ltl) 0+0
F(2v2)."-0#0
F(IY2)""(XLW+XLFL-DIA61)/(2+*XLW)
F(2yl) F(lY2)*XLW/XLFL
F(IP3)0"1#-F(1#2)
F(3tl),OMF(tt3)*XLW/(XUG+XLG)
F(293) I#-F(2il)
F(3t2)*MF(2t3)*X.LFL/(XUG+XLG)
F(3t3) l#-F(3yl)-F(3p2')
DO 1400 IOWIP3
DO 1400 JowlY3
RSR(IYJ)"W(ES(J)-I#)*F(IPJ)
FHATSQvJ)*m0+0

1400 IF(I+EQ*J) RSR(IPJ),"ORSR(IYJ)+I+
PTRSR~RSR(Iti)*RSR(2y2)*RSR(3y3)+RSR(192)*RSR(2t3)*RSR(3il)+RSR
2 (lt3)*RSR(2yt)*RSR(392)
QTRSROORSR(lt3)*RSR(2t2)*RSR(3tl)+RSR(lt2)*RSR(2pl)tRSR(3t3)+RSR
2 (Itl)*RSR(2t3)*RSR(392)
DETSR=PTRSR-OTRSR
RSRIV(Itl)-RSR(2t2)*RSR(3p3)-RSR(2,t3)*RSR(3t2)
RSRIV(IP2)4 RSR (1#3)*RSR(3p2)-RSR(1#2)*RSR(3t3)
RSRIV(IY3)#^"RSR(IP2)*RSR(293)-RS9(IY3)*RSR(2t2)
RSRIV(2il)"WRSR(2t3)*RSR(3il)-RSR(2tl)*RSR(3y3
RSRIV(2t2)*WRSR(Iyl)*RSR(3p3)-RSR(IY3)*RSR(3tl)
RSRIV(2t3)MWRSR(lt3)*RSR(2pl)-RSR(ltl)*RSR(2t3)
RSRIV(3pl)"WRSR(2tl)*RSR(3p2)-RSR(2t2)*RSR(3tl)
RSRIV(3t2)*MRSR(IY2)*RSR(3il)-RSR(Iyl)*RSR(3y2)
RSRIV(3#31 4" RSR(Itl)*RSR(2t2)-RSR(IY2)*RSR(2pl)
DO 1500 14MIP3
DO 1500 J"4Y3

1500 RSRIV(IPJ)NNRSRIV(IPJ)/DETSR
DO 1600 I IP3
DO 1600 K 4". IY3
DO 1600 j IY3

1600 FHATS(IYK) FHATS(ltK)4-RSRIV(IPJ)*F(JgK)
RETURN
END
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Subroutine GAUSS

Call Statement:

Call GAUSS (K,L,A)

Passed Arguments:

K: number of rows in the coefficient matrix

L: number of columns in the coefficient matrix

A: a KxL augmented coefficient matrix containing
the coefficients of the linear equations, see the
example below.

Example: to solve the following system of equations

5A + 2B + 3C = 1

2A + B + 8C = 10

3A + 4B+C = 3

the augmented A matrix is

5 231

2 1 8 10

3413

the solution is returned in the last column

A = (1,4) B = (2,4) C = (3,4)
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SUDROUTINF CAUS(K. L4A)
o 1 i M(2 .N20 A( **'2

i Tr' , *.

I~~~~~ Jico, + ,+ , +
noo ,r .. f60I

:v~~~~~k IFs(J~N~$ OU2
20 . :II (X{ I I Lbs0 lT)6

N4 (F) =j
DO 3$ JJ=J+N'LFI.

30 A(1 JJ) A (1 1j/.(1j.

IF((FC GbK' , OT') 6$..
DO.5$ 5 0IfAT

D 0 t4tJ.'-J
+

i' '" +"+

A ( AI I. .,. I,- ,. J ..J A ,I j+j ) *A f"! T J )

40 ;IF ( ** : (A', J V.JJ))(O 0t, .+ , , ii. ,, . ,

69 DO 40 IIjI AI{,
h(INJJ)=A(1IfJJ)-A(ABJJI(I))A(IJ)'++ !)

4o$ >:? . ':,', ,P(PSA (Lii, L .', i) 0 00.0$:0O0I ) A( (. f, JJ, ,$, $

7k N1 FTAI', ((; JGi

T ER U i
E 14 U 6 "' :; ; + +
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